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Out~Of-State rate . hike 
By Susan Flynn 
On Saturday the University 
System of New Hampshire 
trustees passed an increase in 
out-of-stat~ tuition by $600, 
while keeping in-stat~ tuition 
at its current level. . 
The tuition for next fall will 
increase to $7,550 for out-of-
state students. New Hampshire 
residents tuition will remain 
the same figure of $2,370. 
According to Student Body 
President Warner Jones, the 
increase in tuition IS a return 
to the trend of ten years ago 
when out-of-state students paid 
for 100 percent of their educa-
tion, and in-state students paid 
for 30 percent. 
"It is more attractive if you 
go to the state legislature with 
budget requ~sts, and can say you 
have out-0f-state students who 
pay for 100 percent ·of their 
education," said Jones. 
The important thing to re-
member is that UNH is a state · 
school for the residents of New 
Hampshire, said Jones. 
· Non-resident students pres-
ently pay for 91 percent of their 
education, the tuition hike will 
deliver a 2.6 percent increase, 
said Jones. 
The Trustees would also like 
to return to an enrollment of 
30 percent out-of-state students 
and 70 percent in state, said 
Jones. 
"It couldn't be done right now 
because the University depends 
too much on the out-of-state 
revenues," said Jones. "But they , 
are lookin,g into it." 
·· Trustees pass budget 
By Susan Flynn 
After only half an hour of 
discussion a $102.5 million 
annual budget was passed by the 
University· Systems of New 
Hampshire Board of Trustees 
Saturday morning. 
According to Student Body 
President Warner Jones the 
Board of Trustees is broken up 
into 5 subcomittees. The Fi-
nance and Budget subcommitee·,' 
which is responsible for outlin-
ing the budget, scheduled to 
meet two· weeks earlier was 
cancelled and instead it had to · 
meet immediately before the 
Board meeting. 
Dean of Student Affairs 
Gregg Sanborn introduced Jones 
to the committee, and than 
motioned for him to explain his 
position, said Student Trustee 
elect Dennis O'Connell. 
The Chai'rman of the BoaFd 
said,"No ", and that there would 
be no !rime for Jones, said 
O'Connell.' · 
The Student Services Fee 
which is $24 and finances such 
organizations as handicapped 
services, and the non-traditional 
s·tudent center, only represents 
a por tion of their actual-budgets, 
said O'Connell. · 
concern, but not something that 
should stop the budget from 
being passed, said O'Connell. 
"I was shocked as a student 
at they way we were shut up," 
said O'Connell. "But as a trustee 
I could understand what they 
had to do." · 
The Board of trustees ac-
knowledged that this was an 
important issue to look 'into and 
will refer it to President Haa-
land, said Jones. 
"We made a point," said 
O'Connell. "It just wasn't exactly 
the way we had wanted." 
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The committee therefore was 
short of time and unfortunately 
questions concerning the allo-
cation of the Student Services 
Fee were not addressed, said 
Jones. 
"Actually it is our tuition that 
pays for most of it, either it 
should be all tuition or all fee," 
said O'Connell. "It just makes 
our tuition look smaller." 
The co'mmitee believed the 
Student Services fee was a 
"We jl.l-St had to hmgh at the · 
hypocrisy of it all," said Jones. 
"They told us to come to sub-
committee meetings, instead 
of the Board meetings to be 
heard. We had a valid student 
concern, and they wouldn't let \ 
us talk about it," said Jones. . 
Warner Jones in his last appearance~ Student Body President 
before the senate Sunday night. (Ellen Botshon photo) 
T-Hall's Ben Thompson will generate ace e ratio1_1 this Wednesday. See related story on 
page 8. (Addie Holmgren photo) 
Thompson-School tape 
By Michael Bateman School) is structured, four-year that four-year sniaems can take . 
Tom De Vries, a four-year UNH students are not allowed for credit and grade. 
pN~ political science major to take most ?f the courses Dey ries said these cours_es 
IS trymg to take a Social Issues offered for credit or grade. are given a dual number (Ie. 
class offered in Thompson Acco~ding to De Vries, Assisr- 401/201) an? inclu~e .classes 
School. But due to current ant Director of Thompson from the Animal Science and 
administrative policies, he is School J ~_ck Leahy said under Horticultural disciplines. 
unable to take the course. the present system, there are · 
As Tho~pson School (T - only ce~tain classes in T-School T-SCHOOL, pageJO 
Kilimanjaro's 
still on hold 
By Pamela DeKoning 
The Kilimanjaro's entertain-
ment facility proposal was dealt 
another; delay Sunday night 
when the Student Senate tabled 
the bill -based on alcohol related 
questions. 
The Senate tabled the bill on 
the motion of SBP Warner Jones 
who said more input, research, 
and specifics were needed in 
order to pass it. 
The bill was tabled by a 
margin of five votes. Because 
Sunday's meeting was the last 
meeting of the Jones-Clarke 
administration and the Senate 
ses.sion, the proposal will now 
have to be re-presented to the 
new Senate which takes office 
'next week. 
Approximately 40 hew Sena-
tors will take office and will have 
to be familiarized with the 
proposal. Kilimanjaro's em-
phasizes the structure of an 
entertainment facility and has 
the option· of implementing 
alcohol. 
·· Co-author of the proposal 
Greg Becker said copies of the 
Kilimanjaro's would be sent to 
the new senators as soon as 
possible. 
Sue Ogden, chair of the Fi-· 
nancial Affairs Committee pres-
ented Kilim .... njaro's to Senate. 
Present'ed with Kilimanjaro's 
was a separate motion dealing 
with alcohol. 
Kilimanjaro's and the alcohol 
statement were brou,ght before 
the Senate because of a conflict 
between the MUB Board of 
Governors and interim MUB 
Director Renee Romano, ac-
cording to MUB Chairman and 
Senator Michael Keating. 
According to the bylaws of 
the MUB Board of Governors, 
when the board and the MUB 
Director disagree, the proposal 
must then go before the Student 
Senate for Senate approval. 
Keating said the role of the 
Senate in a situation of dissen-
tion between the boar·d and 
MUB director is to render an 
opinion. He sa·id if the Senate 
agrees with the Board, the i~sue 
would then . go to Dean of 
Students J. Gregg Sanborn for 
his approval.- · 
If the Senate agrees with the 
MUB Director's decision, the 
issue would then be dead said 
I ' Keating. -- . 
Romano did not vote aga~nst 
KILIMANJARO, page 13 
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Crowd chills over kegs 
· · By Pamela DeKoning . 
I stood on the infamous hill 
in front of the-'Kappa. Sigma 
Mansion.' My legs felt the 
sensations of numbness, cold-
ness, and queasiness as they 
began to shake, tighten and turp 
to jelly :.. all at once! 
'Tm not going first!" three 
voices shrieked at me as I was 
pushed in front of a crow<! of 
onlookers which went through 
an instant metamorphasis from 
· chilly but happy onlookers to 
ice cold critics, at least in my 
mind. 
The chalk outlines in front 
of me were totally out of pro-
portion. Somehow FLAMER 
stood out in bold, bright, big 
letters with wimp, notbad, stud ' 
and beman stretching on for 
miles, seemingly fading over 
the horizon. . _ 
. There was no turning back 
now. I was already in full view 
of the dispersing crowd. For a 
moment, I was actually glad it 
was so cold and a _good portion 
· of the observers had called it 
a day. 
I had to gn through with it. 
I picked up the keg, and caught _ -
a glimpse of my shorts and 
noticed that my legs were purple 
from the cold. It was starting 
to rain. God I wish I hadn't worn 
these shorts. · 
Here goes. Wait, how do I do 
this? I remell!bered seeing eve-
fyone ~se swing the keg back 
and forth a couple of times, spin · 
it in~ circle and let the keg fly. 
KEG TOSS, page 10 
A crowd watches me wind up. (Addie HolQtgren photo) 
Kappa s ·ig brothers mark the kegs' landing. (Addie Hpm~en pho,!o) The keg ge'5 a one~handed t~.ss·. (Add,ie Holmgren photo) 
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Ii NEWS, IN :BRIEF 
· Mitterrand ahead in first 
,round of French elec-
tions . 
_,/ 
Socialist President Francois Mitterrand led his 
biggest opponent, Prime Minister Jacques Chirac, 
a neo-Gaulist 'leader, in the first round of France's 
presidential election yesterday. Mitterrand has 
confirmed his position as front runner the race. 
With 80 percent of the votes counted, Mitterrand 
has captured 34.4 percent of the popular vote and 
Chirac has 19.6 percent. The remaining seven 
candidates were eliminated from the race. 
Chirac's weak showing was a disappointment 
to members of his far-right party. Many critics 
suspect that his votes were taken by extreme rightist ' 
Jean-Marie Le Pen; who won an unexpected 14 
percent of the popular vot~. 
Le Pen narrowly trailed third place position holder 
Raymond Barre, a conservative former prime 
. m_inister.whq ,received 1~.9 percent. -
Kid- blows $20,000 of 
- dad's money in wild spree 
A 15 year-old boy who ran away from ·home 
. because of a bad report card was back home last 
week after a weekend spree at a beach resort with 
$74,000 of his father's money. 
The boy's father was a businessman who often 
kept large amounts of money at home, said · 
authorities. -
Police said the boy' still had $53,000 when they 
picked him up at a go-cart track in Maryland. They . 
also said that the boy's newly found friends had 
stolen as mµch as $12,000 from him during the 
weekend. · · 
"What can I tell you?" said state Police (:orporal 
Harry :Edwards. "They. were just a bunch of wild . 
and crazy guys." · · ' 
U.S. prisons -o v e f ,-
crowded 
After a decade of the most dramatic;:) increase in , 
the nation·a1 prison population, officials are , 
beginning to reconsider sentencing practices of 
criminals. The percentage of Americans . in prison 
has mQre than doubled since 1970, and there is no 
longer enough space or money to support this 
increase. 
There are now 589,609 inmates in state and 
Federal prisons, a figure that has increased 6.9 
percent from last year. The surge in the amount 
of prison inmates often took place during periods 
when the crime rate in the United States was falling. 
Authorities have suggested alternatives to 
imprisonment such as confining criminals_ at home 
with electronic monitoring devices. . . -
Although officials, consider increased prison 
enrollment an undesirable circumstance, they claim 
that t)-ew prisoners can be accomodated. "There 
may be limits,·but they're no-ta brick wall," said 
oner-authority, addiag that the limits are ''more 
like the elastic ori underwear: They just make it 
more uncomforatable with each expansion." 
· Iranians attack tank.er 
An Iranian speedboat.shot a Saudi Arabain tanker 
in the Strait of Hormuz Wednesday after President 
Reagan warned that the U.S. Navy would no longer 
ignore attacks in the Pe~sian Gulf region. 
U.S. officials in Washington kept down talk of 
immediate retaliation, arguing that the attack wasn't. 
as bad as last week's incident that-prompted a strike 
against Iranian offshore platforms. · 
A pro-Iranian group in Lebanon threatened to 
· kill two'"American hostages be~ause of what it calls 
"increasing American aggressions" in ·the Persian 
Gui(~, . · .. 
' 
Acid. rain threatens ma-
rine lifeforms in Atlantic 
The effects of acid rain, already recognized as 
· harmful to fresh water organisms, have been found · 
to contribute more damage to ocean life than 
previously suspected, according to a new reporc 
Experts have · previously assumed that industrial 
waste runoff was responsible for the increasing 
rate of marine organism deaths along the Atlantic. 
coast. The new report showed for the first time 
that acid rain is a major factor in the deaths. 
The report suggests that a change _in the quality 
of the oceaq water near the coas_t will depend on 
government measures to effectively control afr 
pollution and pollution on the la_nd .. The study will 
most likely add to the current Congressional debate 
ovet the effects of acid rain in the environment. 
Congress is in the process of decicling whether tight · 
controls are needed for the sources of poUut~on 
· that c·ause acid rain. . . ,/. · · , · · 
',... l ., 
Curr-ent· worke:rs at ·c ·her~ 
nobyl -incompetent 
Sloppy repairs and drunkenness are rampant 
at the Chernobyl ·nuclear power plant two years 
after the world's worst nuclear disaster, Pravda 
newspaper said Wednesday. . · 
. The Communist Part¥ Daily saicl engineering 
Jobs at the plant were given to medics, teachers, 
veternarians and people without higher education. 
It also accused Chernobyl'.s managers of trying .to 
"resolve at any cost" the working of the plant, ''to 
the detriment of the quality of repair and main-
tenance of 'extr:emely intricate equipment." 
Today is· the second anniversary · of the explosion 
at the plant which directly -killed .3,1 ·people, spewed 
radiation t;1ll · over the world; -and· forced' -the 
evacuation of more than 135,900 people. •' 
I 
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USNH explores 
housing possibilities . 
By Rich Kelley 
Victor Azzt Director of Cam-
pus Planning, is reviewing the 
recommendations of the New 
Housing Committee to deter-
mine . the type and sites for new 
housing to facilitate the growing 
need. 
The New Housing Commit-
tee was involved with research-
ing housing at Keene State, 
Plymouth State and UNH. 
Carol Bischoff of Residential 
Life, chaired 'the committee, 
which was created tO research 
and suggest ideas on where to 
build new housing. . 
Bischoff said that there is an 
"ongoing need for more hous-
ing" ancJ. that some of the 
recommendations, such as types 
expand upon the University 
Apartment Complex ·(UAC). 
. She said, "(The) UAC is in . 
proportion with that size land 
and_ that any more units would 
create an overload." 
When questioned about the 
committee proposals, Azzi said 
he was "reviewing the studies 
made and engaging in a feas-
ibility study as to their suita-
bility." Azzi also said construc-
tion was targeted for the 
academic year of 1989-90. ' l 
Jay Gould, student represen-
tative to the Board of Trustees . 
said, "The administration has 
told the Student Senate that in 
all probability new housing will 
go on line for the fall of 1989." 
· of units to be built and who shall 
,use them, "are being pursued." 
Bischoff emphasized, how-
ever, that there are no plans to. 
Gould said nothing has been 
discussed on the Board of Trus-
tee level as to the specifics of 
A comp~ex similar in structure is PQssible 'for a funire housing plan~ (Addie Holmgren photo)· 
The upstairs of the MUB will have a new look next semester. (Peter Tamposi photo) 
Senate.approves contracts 
By_ Rob Matthews 
The final Senate Meeting of 
the Jones-Clarke administration 
saw the approval of the Com-
muter Transfer Association 
(CT A) Renewal Contract arid · 
the Legal Service Contracts. 
The CT A's contract, which 
includes the shuttle and Coast 
buses, was due to et,1d this July. 
Ed McCa.be, . chairman of the 
· CTA council, said it would have 
be·en a big mistake if a'n addi-
tional one year contract wasn't 
made. . . ~ ,: ·. , , ·. . . . 
McCabe said the students of 
UNH are currently paying ten 
dollari._of their Activity Fee to 
run the"'-buses. He said if a 
- contract wasn't made, later 
negotiations would have forced 
the fee to be raised to twenty 
dollars. McCabe called the pres-
ent price a "fantastic deal." · 
McCabe said the CT A pro-
. vides many opportunites to 
students and faculty by making -
transportation out and around 
campus easier. He added that 
the CTA has helped UNH's 
·parking problems ·by allowing 
people to leave their cars at 
home and ride the buses. 
He said other benefits· from 
the ten dollars· fee include a free 
ride for students on routes three 
through six and a ten dollar 
reduction from regular parking 
permit prices. 
McCabe said the outer shuttle 
is important to UNH because 
in exchange for two stops an 
hour at data general, the Uni-
versity receives 250 to300 extra 
parking spaces. Cutting the 
outer shuttle would not save 
mcmey, he added. 
~n~t~ad he,is hoping the inner 
shuttle will be able to make one 
stop at bata General and relieve ' 
some of the pressure form the 
outer shuttle. 
The CT A's one year contract 
was renewed with only one vote 
against it . . 
The,. ~egal Service Contract 
· involving the firm· of John 
Maher and Thomas Dywer as 
representation for students 
passed unanimiously. 
Senator Robert Rodler, the 
chairman of the Legal Services 
Committee, and Senator Paul 
Koziell presented positive rea-
sons to the Senate as to why they 
~hose Maher and Dywer. 
According to Rodler, he sent 
out twenty bids to practicing 
attorneys throughout the area 
and only five were sent back,. 
one of whkh was negative. He 
said they then met with the four 
candidates and due to various 
problems with the contract and 
hours, the choice was narrowed 
down to· Maher and Dywer. 
The current attorneys of 
Legal Services, Craig Evans and 
Bob Middlehoser,'were given 
the opportunity to hand in a bid, 
but Rodler said their bid was 
presented past the deadline and 
they -were asking $24,500 for 
next year. Rodler said ·this · was 
too high. 
Koziell said Maher and Dyw-• 
er agreed to the Legal Services 
Contract and will provide the 
following additional services. 
• Maher and Dywer will re-
present students at a reduced 
~ate of 50% off all hourly fees 
in legal matters not covered by 
the contract. 
• An 800 number will be 
available for qualified students 
and student g~oups use in case 
CONTRACTS, pag_e 11 
MUB renovations 
slated. for summer 
By Pamela DeKoning carpeted. Carpet was chosen on 
In ~n effort to brighten up the suggestion of Bartlett in-
and modernize the. Memorial dic_ating carpeti_ng is cheaper 
U n i o n Bui 1 d i n g ( MU B ) , to install and maintain. · -
$216,300 has been allocated for Romano said the objecti~e-is 
renovatiQns and ~efurbishing to create a whole new atmos-
of the building. . phere in the MUB. She said 
Targeted for repair and re- "~e·~e trying to punch up th~ 
.furbishing are the roof,. the butldmg and make' it more . 
wiring of the Granite State ·ex~iti!lg· w·e want to go from . 
~oom, upper level flooring, . a s~xt1~s. contemporary look to . 
lighting and furQiture, the win- a nmet1es cotemporary look." 
. dows of the first floor confer- · The proposed designs Jeature 
· ence rooms, as well a·s new a blue carpet with green, navy 
chairs for the ·Strafford room, blue and burgundy acce.nts. · 
according to ,the· MUB budget There will be an outer strip of 
fodiscal year 1989. - _ ei~her dark green..or navy blue, 
The renovations will be said Romano. . 
funded the MUB's income, the Accents of blue, gre~n ana 
MUB fee and the MUB busi- burgundy will also be painted~ 
nesses like the Cat's Clo~et and on ~he walls of the upstairs 
the MUB Cafeteria, according corndo,r. Romano said the work 
to Renee Romano, interim will be done by summer em.,, 
MUB Director. · ployees: The contract for the· 
The current MUB fee is ·$95. carpeting will go out to bid as, 
Next year's fee will be raised soon as the specifications have 
$5 to $100 a year, according to been completed by Bartlett: The 
MUBBoardofGovernor'sChair- contract will go to the lowest 
. man Michael Keating. bidder. 
Keating said the MUB fee was Ro_mano said chairs for the 
rai.s..ed with the renovations first floor corridor reconi-
specifically in mind. . mended by Bartlett will prob-
. According to Romano, inte- ably not be purchased. She said 
rior designer Sue Bartlett has · "We're looking into heavier: 
been hired to make design more comfortable designs.'~ . 
recommendations. Rorriano said RENOVATIONS 
the entire .first floor will be · ,_pa~ 
11 
Alcohol tabled by· 
Student Senate 
By Susan Flynn 
A resolution w'hich recon-
structs the present UNH drug 
and alchohol policies was again 
tabled by the Student-Senate 
Sunday night to insure that the 
proposal would be passed, ac-
cording to Chairperson of Ju-
dicial Affairs Rob Rodler. 
"It will be better- to bring it 
to Senate .in its final form," said 
Rodler. "If we take it nice and 
slow, students will be able to 
become· fully aware of its im-
plications." 
According , to .Chairperson of · 
Health and Human Sevices 
Monica Wells the U nivei;sity 
Drug Advisory ·C::ommittee 
-wants . the policy to be in_the 
. Rights and Rules Book for the 
· upcoming year. , _ 
"In the present book the 
policies are split up, vague,' 
unenforcable, iriconsistant arid 
unfair ·to the students," said 
·wells. 
There is some risk involved 
if the bill continues to be tabled 
·at Senate, said Wells. 
"Gregg Sanborn (Dean of 
Student_ Affairs) told us that he 
wanted this implemented for 
the 88-89 handbook," said 
Wells. "If ours doesn't· go 
through, he . may do this on his 
own.'·' 
There are some rules that may 
change in the resolution before 
it is brought before Senate,, like 
the rule prohibiting alchoholic 
ALCOHOLt..Page 10 
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Do you feel ,that college students . are wellinformed : about · · 
current ev.ents? On the average, how many times aweek do 
you-read the paper or wcltch ·the news? · · .· 
''I don't know about other 
students but once I get to 
school I'~ pretty ignorant 
of world affairs. I watch 
the news sometimes before 





"I think a majority of the 
. students are well informed 
of only the really news-
worthy stuff.I read the 




"It varies from person to 
person. Current events are 
definitely discussed.: I have 
noticed thq,t college stu-
. dents from other countries 
are better. informed. I try 
to watch the news everyday · 
but it gets depressing." 
Sarah Muir 
"I'm probably the ,least 
informed on current e,;ents · 
. which is bad -to say . . I 
have~ 't reat:! _a newspaper 
or watched the news for a 
:-long Jime. If everyone were 
like me we'd he, in sa.d 
shape." 
Karen Skillman · 
. , ... 
' ,,, ~. .. :-~~ 
~ ·, · .. _ ,. , •1• .· , ... -r:~. , ) \ · )''. ::; · 
Applic-tio11s ,Eor ___ . -" , 
Student Senate· Executive positions· -· · -· --- ;: 
are ·now available for '; ., 
,i . 
¥ACADEMIC AFFAIRS •"-" ~,..# - ,,, . 
' ' 
~OMMUTER/CTA 
* FINANCIAL AFFAIRS & 'ADMIN. · .•·_ -
~ -~ _, 1, . . ) •. ( ;• . 
· :~HEALTH.&_HUMAN 'SERW:ICES:.· -• 
, ~ JUDICIAL 1'FF AIRS . :., , . ~·. ··-
. . -- . ¥RESIDENTIAi: I.:.IPJ;· ,;_ \ -· ,,_ ·-- t : 
•.• · · · · ·_ · :1'6TUriE1~T~fFb8~,?t-HE ·· U-Ni\h~RsITY< 
: ltS:n)DENT L:IFE < 
~ .;. . •· l \, 
Applications can be picked up 
- at the Senate Office, Room 130 MUB, 862-1494 
; · ->Deadli111e. - ApriL29, 1988 -- - s : , .. 
>1 . . '!r~- 1 : • • • • ' ) '. ·, 
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Tailgating rules rehashed 
By Ed McDaid 
In an effort to avoid last year's 
miscomrhunication·-between the 
U niv~rs'ity and al~m~i, a prop-
osal outlining-tailgating policies 
·for next year'_s homecoming has 
be,en submitteed to President 
H_aalahd for approval. -
J'h€ proposal, which was 
s_ubmitted ·by ,a special Tailgat-
ing Committee comprised _of 
students, faculty, and staff is 
. almos,t identical-to the tailgating 
po-Iicies adopted by the U niver-
s i-t,y last year. Some of the 
_proposed guidelines include: 
• The Durham/UNH operi con-
·- tainer ordinance will be en-
-forced in accordance with cur-
re,ot practice. 
·•;New Hampshire State police 
and/ or equestrian patrols may 
be used~ as required, by the 
D:urham/UNH polite .. , 
• Tailgating will be restricted 
to the upper and Boul~er -fields . 
and A-lot. Each vehicle entering 
the tailgating areas will be 
checked to iqsur~ the occupants __ 
are 21 years of age or older, 
although specia_l provisions will 
, be,; made for families who wish 
., , -
to gain entry. _ . , · homecoming just to s0c1alize, 
• No recreational vehicles or and two and a half hours jl,lst 
buses will be allowed into_ the . isn't enough time. - · -
upper and Boulder fields tail- Monica Wells, co-chairperson 
gating areas. Limousines, v.ans, of "the Drug '. Adviso~y ~ommit"" 
trucks with bonn~ts, and other · tee, said that a lot of problems 
similar vehicles will be ueated occurred last year because many _ 
~s passenger cars. of the alumni were uninformed: 
•Tailgating hours will be limit- about t9e changes in the tail-
ed from 10:30 a:m. to 1:00 p.m. gating policies. 
Dan Fasciano, ' IFC Presiqent Fasciano stressed that there 
and a student member of the are a few '.key issues the new 
tailgating committee said one proposal is-supposed to address. 
new aspect of this prnposal is "The two major problems with 
the call for the establishement fast year," he said, " were a lack 
of a non-alcoholic ar~a. -"The of communication with the 
cover letter suggests that a non- alumni ~nd the .traffic problems 
· alcoholic a-rea be set aside for due to homecoming." _ . , 
those under 21. This area would · According to both Wells and 
most likely have refreshments Fasciano, the communication 
and a band playing before the , problems last year resulted from 
gaine." · a lack of advance publicity. They 
Fasciano, disagreed with the said the new guidelines were 
guideline-which limits the tail~ being established early this year 
gating hours to 1:00 p.m. He and should help increase alumni 
said, "I have difficulty whh awareness. 
: making people leave at 1 :00 -Fasciano said that the traffic 
p.m .. I don't even care if they problem · was also being ad-
shut off the alcohol, 'I think they dressed the cover letter for the 
should let the people·:sray." His proposal. It calls for more 
concern, he said, arises fr~m the entrances to the field areas and 
fact that many people come to _ more detailed traffic plans 
Alumni tailgaters still have to live with stiff rules. (file photo) I 
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.CALENDAR 
-TUESDAY, APRIL 26 
HANDICAPPED AWARENESS WEEK- Wheelchair Tours, 
Notch Room, MtJB, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. -
•• '•.,, ,1 " • • -
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES- "Naturalism," Philip 
L. Nicoloff, English, Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. 
to 12:30 p.m. . · 
AMERICAN STUDIES FILM SERIES-,- "The,,,Crowd," by 
King Vidor .. Room llO, Murkland, 3:40-6 p.m. .· ~ 
J.t'\PANESE_ FIL~- "Ikiru" ('"f o Liv,e''). The d-~amatic sto-ry , 
of_ the. way m wh1th a man,•4ymg of c~n~er~ comes to terms 
with hfe ~nd death. Room 4, Horton, 7:30 p.m., free. 
UN ff STUDENT JAZZ COMBOS~ Bratton Recital llall, 
Paul Arcs: 8 p.m. , . . _ · · 
· WEDNESDAY,' APRIL 27 
UNH PRIDE DAY~ A time to set aside for a campus-wide 
clean-up involving' all students, staff, and faculty. Dick Hersh 
and a student leaoer address what UNH means to them, _in 
front of 1'-Hall-, 12: 15. Clean-up 12:30-3. p.m. Cash 1rizes -awarded and re-dedication of Ben Thompson Mcmoria , 3:30 
:p.m. ,, . 
UNIVE.RSITY THEATER- "Mother Courage and Her 
Children." Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 10:30 a.m. AND 
8p.m. 
THURSDAY, APRIL 28 
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES,_ Concert- UNH 
Student Woodwind Quitet. Paul Arts Center, Noon. 
HANDICAPPED AWARENESS WEEK- Film Festival. . 
Belknap Room, MUB, noon to 3 J?.m: -
LUNCH BOX VIDEOS~WORKING IN THE THEATER- -
"American Theater Wing Seminar," "Workin__g In'The Theater: 
The Production- 'House of Blue Leaves.' "Hennessy Theater, 
. Paul Arts, 12:30 p.m. 
STUDENT SPEAK OUT- An open fo:rurri for commun-
ication with designated speakers. Speeches concernin_g issues ,-
on. campus (approx. 10 minute~ m~x) sho~ld _be.submitted _· 
prior to speaic· out to Communications As·soc1atu:~n,:~oom -
211, Paul Arts. To be held on_ T-Hall l.awn, begmnmg at · 
12:30 p.in. . ✓-
P~YCHotddv·'coLLOQUIUM~ Jam~s G. Bligh;, K~:~edy 
School, Harvard U nivers1ty. "Fear and Learning in a· Nuclear 
Cri~is." (Cosponsored by UNH's Center for lnternational 
Perspectives). Spaulding Life Sciences, Room 125, 3:40 p.m. 
,DISCUSSION- Professor Andrez-j Bryk~ J agiellonian 
University, Cracow, Poland, will discuss the impact ol American 
~onstituuonal ideas in Eastern Europe, a t~pic o"f which he _ 
has authored several papers.; Forum Room, Library, 4 p.m. 
, " 
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM:_ "Regional Ge~chem- . 
ical Variations in Greenstones from Vermont," Ray Coish,. 
Middlebury College. Room 119,James, 4- p.m. . · - -
LECTURE,-,- "Cloak & Gown: Scholars· and the Secret Wars, 
1939-1961." Professor Robin W. Winks, History, Yale 
Uni~ersity, will expl?re ~he relationshlp be~ween academia 
and mtelhgence se-rv1ces ma democratic society. Room 310, 
Mc<=onnelf, 4 p.m~, public invited. . _ - _ 
~uTERAR Y SYMPOSIUM- Poetry Reading & Commentary 
_ 9y awa.rd-winning UNH _E(?et Charles Simic: Berkshire RO<?~, 
_-New_ EngJanq Cen~ef, b:uff_et dinner,. 6:30 p.m.; $16, readmg 
at S- p.m.~Reg1strat1~n reqmred- English Dept., 8~2-1313. 
MUSO FILM~. "Song of the South." Straff'ord Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1,general $2. . · . 
- ' . 
WHEELCHAIR BASKETBALL- "Handi~apped Aw~teness 
Week." Semi-Professionals, "Stainless Steelers" against 
rhe winner:s of the frat tournament. Field House, 7:30. p.m., 
$2. -
_ UNH CHf'.MBEit CHORUS- Henry Wit:ig, directing, ~ith . 
the Rena1ssance-.Brass Quartet. Un1vers1ty Art Galleries,·,: 
Paul ,Arts, 8 _p.µi. , , · .: 
UNIVERSITY THEATER- "Mother Cour~ge and Her:'. 
<;:h,ildren." Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. - __ _:~ 
FRID4Y, APRIL 29 
SMITH HALL INTERNATIONAL FIESTA- "Leisure 
Activities_Arouna the World." International food and games 
outside. Live entertainment. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. · · . 
LECTURE7"" ;,Ecosophy anlDeep Eco-logy." Norwegian · 
ecological _phi~osopher Arne N aess 2 -University of._ Oslo, as 
a guest of Erw1ronmental Conservat10n Program will speak . 
Room L-101, Parsons, 2 p.m., all invited. _ 
·: LITERARY SYMPOSIUM- ~eynote address by Denis 
, Donoghue, Henry James Chau of Letters at New York 
Un~versi~ an~ professor o_fEnglish and Americ~n Literature, 
Umvers1ty College, Dublm, Ireland. New England Center; 
] p.m., $24 incluaes. dinner, lecture at 8 p.m.~Registration -
·requiJ;ed- English Dept., 862-1~13. · 
~:.JJNIYERSI'tY , I'HEATER~ '''Motlier Co-iir.age -~ri4"ger)~ -: 
' Child"reri." Johnson Theater; Paul Arts;18 p:m: ',_" : --;_: -- -\,· -.: · 
!-;...-------------------------------"---:-, 
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NOTICES 
ATHLETICS & RECREATION 
WEIGHT ROOM "REP·OUT" FUNDRAISER: 
Recreational Sports is organizing a bench press 
fu_ndraiser' to benefit weight room patrons - all 
money collected will be used too renovate and 
improve the existing free weight room. See weight 
room for mor;e details. Prizes donated. April 25-
29, Rec Weight Room, Field House, Mon/Wed/Fri, 
noon to 7 p.m. and Tues and Thurs 12:30 - 7 p.m. 
$1 per lift atte~pt. . 
GENERAL 
CONTRA DANCE: Sponsored by UNH Country 
Dancers. Calling by Ken Wilson, Music by Lamprey 
River Band. Saturday, April 30, Strafford Room, 
MUB,4p.m. 
SPRING HORSE TRIALS: Sponsored by Animal 
Sciences Dept. and UNH Horsemanship Program. 
Dressage, Saturday, April 30, Green Acre's Stable 
in Dover, 8 a.m. Cross-country and stadium jumping, 
· Sunday, May 1, ·UNH's Ljght Horse Center, 8 a.m. 
Over 100 riders from New England are expected . 
to participate. Free and open to the public. 
Information: Janet Briggs, 862-1174 or 862-2131. 
DO'A CONCERT: To benefit UNH Chapter.of 
Amnesty International, Proceeds used to support 
human rights work. DO' A, a world music ensemble 
playing musical instruments from all over the world 
on Saturday, May 7, Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m. 
Tickets on sale at MUB Ticket Office beginning 
Mond~y, Apr_il 25. General $10, ($8 in advance) 
students, seniors, children $6. 
ELECTRO '88: IEEE is sponsoring ·a bus trip to 
the Boston High Technology Electronics Conference 
and Convention on Thursday, May 12. Registration · 
· forms in Room 215, Kingsbury. Leave from 
Kingsbury at 9 a.m., return by 7 p.tn. Free, ~ust· 
be over_ 18 years of age . 
WOMEN'S COMMISSION SEEKS NEW 
MEMBERS: The UNH President's Commission 
on the status of women is seeking new members 
to fill student, faculty, operating staff, and PAT 
staff positions for 1988-90. _If y0u have a feminist 
perspective on campus women's issues, call 862-
1058 for information/applications. 
LS.LS. (INCEST SURVIVORS IN SISTERHOOD): 
A sharing discussion for survivors of incest (no · 
abusers). Call Lesley at 868-1373, after 7 p.m. for 
more information. Every Thursday, Non-
Traditional Student Center, Pettee House, 4-5 p.m. 
PIZZA LUNCH: Share a MUB pizza with other . 
non-traditional students ( $1 per slice, beverages 
available) on Fridays, Non-Traditional Student 
Center, Pettee House, ·noon to 2 p.m. 
UNH WOME:N'S NETWORK BREAKFAST: 
"·networking: The fastest growing indoor sport." . 
Further details to be announced. RSVP Women's 
Commission, 862-1058, by May 6. Friday, May 13, 
Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 8-9:30 a.m. 
$3 _per person for Continental Breakfast, students 
$1.50. 
HEALTH 
ALCOHOLICS -ANONYMOUS MEETING · 
(O~EN): Individuals concerned about their drinking 
or drug use. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, & · 
Thursdays, 2nd Floor Conference Room, Health 
~nter, noon to .1 p.m. 
ADULT ✓CHILDREN OF ALCOHOUCS MEET- -
INGS: For individuals who have been affected by 
their parents ' drinking. Thursdays, 2nd Floor 
Confer¢nce Room, Health Center, 1-2 p.m. ~ 
.. . . : THmARE TWO SIDES TO 
-BECOMING A NURSE IN -THE ARMY. . . 
· And they're both repre-
sented by the insignia you wear ·· 
-as a· member of the Army Nurse 
Corps: The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
~-- career advancement are the rule, 
_ _., not the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you commarni respect as an Army officer. If you're 
, earning a BSN,-write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, · 
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toH fme 1-800-USA-ARMY. . 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. B_E ALL YOU CAN BE.· 
We Promise y OU A Summer 
In A--Rose Garden 
We have immediate need for full-time and part-time assistance 
during semester breaks and during semester sessions. D_uties to· 
include greenhouse construction, maintaince and repair of electrical, 
controls, piping systems, painting, and ground maintaince. We 
will train, and promise a tan in exchange for reliable summer -
-staff. ' · 
Mi'nimum starting pay 5.50/hr 
An equal opportunity employer 
Hours include 7am to 3:30pm Mon-Fri 
with overtime available 
. Apply in person 10am-3:30pm M9n-Frr 
Elliot and William 
Dover Pt Rd 
Dover NH 
742-3040 
Stoke slated for 
summer renovation. 
-By.Chris Pollet ' 
In hopes of making Stoke 
Hall more presentable to the 
general public and a better living 
environment, the building will 
undergo renovations .this 
summer including landscaping 
and carpeting. _ 
$250,000 will be allocated , to 
landscaping the grounds around 
the building as well as carpeting 
all the halls and study lounges. 
Manager of Environmental 
Systems, Bill Conk, will_ be 
overseeing the whole project 
which he targets for beginning 
early in July. "We are sending 
out bids this week," said Conk. 
"Hopefully we will receive ~hem 
back by the middle of May." 
Conk outlined the landscap-
ing as necessary and the project 
will be concentrating on upgrad-
ing the exis,ing grounds. Conk 
said there. will be new basketball 
backboards and rims put up on 
the exi_sting courts as well as 
. the surface being resurfaced. 
Pathways around the bµilding 
will be resurfaced and the grass 
./ will be replanted on the backside 
of Stoke (facing Stillings) ac-
cording to Conk. · 
· As far as the interior of Stoke, 
Conk said the, second through 
eighth floors will receive new 
carpeting and the walls and 
doorways will be repainted. 
. On the eighth floor, Conk said 
·that part of the allocated money 
will be going to- the creation of 
a new apartment for the assist-
ant hall director. 
Director of Residential Life, 
Carol Bischoff sees the carpeting 
as a positive step for Stoke. "The 
carpeting will decrease the 
e,veryday noise," said Bischoff. 
"We have found that it isn't the 
loud stereos which are the 
pro_blet? ,?ut the everyday noise 
which 1s. - . 
"We are making every effort 
to make dramatic visible im-
provements to the physical 
appearance of both the inside 
and outside of the building," 
added Bischoff. 
· Stoke Haii will undergo renovations this summer. (Addie 
Holsz:re~ t>hoto) · 
WORK OUTDOORS 
THIS SUMMER 
HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE LEARN . · 
ABOUT THEIR ENVIRONMENT' · 
AT PINE ISLAND DAY CAMP 
2849.BROWN AVE. 
MANCHESTER, NH 03103 
CALL 627-5637. 
. FOR INFORMATION 
~ 
T-Shirts -
• _Hooded, Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
• Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising. Items 
In-House Art Dept. 
603/431-8319 
Autul'l]n_Pond Park, Rt. 1p1 Greenland, hi.H . . 
-1 
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"Catholic Student 
Center celebrates 
· By Thea Favola . 
Last weekend· marked the • 
Catholic Student Center's 60th 
year of campus minis~ry and 
25th anniversary of. their Mad-
bury Road center. . . 
The festivities began with a 
smdent coffeehouse on Friday 
followed b_y an open dance at 
9:00. At 7:00 on Saturday, 
members of the church com-
munity were honored at a buffet 
dinner and awards ceremony. 
Rosemary and Stanley Ma-
ciblek of Durham, parishoners 
of St. Thomas More Church 
were· awarded the St. Thomas 
More Award. The late John 
Sakowski, also of Durham, was 
· honored with the Rev. J. Des-
mond O'Donnor Award as out-
··standing alumhus ... Mary Patricia 
Driscoll, a senior at UNH, 
received the Bishop Odore J. 
Gendron A ward for outstanding 
student. 
At 8:30 on Saturday, follow- . 
ing the ceremony, a dance was--
held. Finally on Sunday, there 
was a r~ception for 'candidates-
for baptism and confirmation _ 
in the Bower library of the 
.. CatholicStudent Center. Eight 
students of the University, 
Laura Bollock, Brett Beno, Terri 
Clark, Joseph Cronin, Colleen 
· McGinnis, Lynne Murphy, Ben-
jamin Perham, and Janice Sien-
berg were confirmed. 
The Catholic Stude-nt Center 
is open to all students, faculty 
and staff of UNH as well as 
other non-profit groups. There 
are weekly meetings for stu-
dents at the center which Father 
Fredrick Pennett describes as -
discussing matters of a spiritual 
nature as weH as "issues of social 
justice." These meetings are run 
· by the Student Advisory ~oard. 
Daily at the center, there is 
a 12:00 liturgy, the library is 
open from 9 am to 10 pm and 
is "billed as the quietest place 
in town to study" according to 
Father Pennett. The Center 
houses an open gym for students 
where rec sports such ~s aerobics 
and volleyball are played. Fresh-
man Camp sometimes uses the 
facilities for meeting and activ-
ities as do the Greek houses 
occasionally. 
. Sundays after 5:00 mass, some 
families of Durham hold a free 
dinner for students ·which is 
usually attended by about 100 
to 150 men and women. 
As for the future, Father 
Pennant hopes to start a peer . 
·ministry program where "stu-
dents can express their faith and · 
explore 9uestions with other 
, studefl:tS. 
• Young's Res-taurant 
·:_-- & Coffee S~op, Inc. · 
Breakfast 
3 slices 'al french toast served with coffee or tea. 
$1.90 
Lunch 
Roast beef melt served on a sesame bun 
with french fries. 
$2.80 
Dinner 
Chicken cutlet dinner~er~ed 
with tos~ed salad, mashed po-
tato, and a roll . . 
48 Main St 
-Durham NH 
,. The·G;:duate School '- .·. 
--.. ·is arcepting appliogiqns for·· 
$3.60 
TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS FOR :' 
PART-TIME GR_ADUATE DEGREE 
.STUDENTS 
for Fall Semester 1988-89 
"\ . 
Deadline fo.r applications 
is June 3,-1988 1 
.Application forms are available at 
· ~9.~ ~ taµuate School, 
-,, -t , -r··. ,. :, .•·•· " . 
. Horton .Social Science Center 
. ·~::.,_ ;. -~:~<~1.:;:;/y;z_._~r··;·;~~;;:· .. ·::~ ~~- •_·:::~- ~-~~ ~; ~~ .· --- ,·:~ . ~;~ .. -.:~iv: .; 
, I 
/ 
. · The World Is Still . 





,... Typing, -Selection of Pape_r and Envelopes 
Plus 
, _ 25 copies *25 ~nvelo_£_es _* 25 extra s~eet~ _of p~~r _ 
.Change~_f!.B:l!JY made with our One Year m:_~"-!_ory storage 
~ i - - · Open Mo;d~y--Friday 8:3()~5:30 ___ -~- . ··. _ . 
. IJurham Copy 
_,-- Jenkins Court •Durhain, N,H.-•868-7031' 
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. UNH to . celebrate .. ,. 
. . 
· Ben Thompson Day 
By Tim Scott iest farmers in New Hampshire . 
. This Wednesday is Ben Though labeled as a tough 
Thompso().'s birthday and the _ businessman, Thompson did 
whqle -university is gearing up not allow this fact to prevent 
for the celebration. him from bestowing numerous 
The founder of UNH would generosities. For a per10d of 
· have turned 182 years old this many years Thpmpson donated 
April 27th. He spent mos~ of much of his hay crop to support 
h~s life here in Ourham. In-1890, the Durham Library Associa-
at age eighty-five he passed tion, of which he was the 
away in the same farmhouse on founder. 
Madbury Road where he was On one occasion he gave his 
born. entire harvest of apples, more 
His father, Benjamin Sr., was than one hundred barrels, to the 
a justice-of-the-peace and a family of a man who had been 
landowner. Very quickly, it -vas killed while working for the 
apparent that Thompson, too, Boston and Maine railroad. 
had a shrewd mind and a love Although a life-long bachelor 
for the land. By the time he was who didn't relate well to his 
~hirty he was managing a prof- . family, most people still sup-
itable 500-acre farm that ' posed -that Thompson would 
shipped produce to the Boston, pass his fortune · on to his . 
market. immediate 'relatives. With the 
) 
Thompson was known as a exception of some minor be-
deep thin_ker who believed that quests, however, his entire 
· 
1
what benefited the farmer estate was willed to the state 
would be advantageous to all. of New Hampshire to establish 
Lucien Thompson, his nephew, an agricultural school twenty 
The Ben Thompson memorial has beeri returned to its rightful home in front of DeMer_itt 
,described Ben as "a man of quiet years after his death. Estimates 
disposition, . although when put the value of this gift at over 
aroused, quite excitable ... exceed- $400,000. 
ingly frugal and disposed to save Polly Daniels, director of 
. everything from waste." / · ~lumni activities and coordina-· 
It was this speci~l combina- tor of this special event, is quite 
tion of characteristics that correct when she notes that "if 
enabled Thompson to develop it weren't for Ben Thompson, 
his methods of meticulous book- there simply would be no 
keeping and wise 'investments. UNH." 
Known as a man who drove a Working in close cooperation 
hard bargain, Ben Thompson with Daniels has been UNH's 
soon became one of the wealth-- own Student Ambassador Coun-
Hall. (Addie Holmgren photo) 
cil and members of the UNH 
PR.IDE committee. 
Richard Hersh, vice president 
for academic affairs, will deliver · 
the opening Ben Thompson 
Day address at the Thompson 
Hall flagpole. ·· 
· A campus wide cleanup will 
also be initiated. According to 
Taylor Eighmy, a member of the 
PRIDE committee sponsoring 
the event, "the goal is to make 
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-Sundog · 
· Yes, Brazil 
Jab· Spirit 
SMITH HALL LAWN 
11,am-_5pn, · 
.. Leis Ii re ac t'i-vi tie~ 
around the world., 
with games . toys· 
plnatas ·crafts 
ple-~atlng contest . 
&other -co1ntests w / 
. prizes . 
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,-------....-.....---------........ -------.--------.1-.KEGTOSS-
(~ete Tamposi photQ) 
(continued from .page 2) 
I realized why everyone··spun 
in a circle .as centrifugal force 
whipped me around unexpect~ 
edly. Oops~ I forgot to let go of 
, the keg, I remembered as I came 
to a stop and put the.keg down 
by my feet. . 
' 
0 ·Now I had to go through the 
' whole process again. Okay, now 
' I knew what I was doing. There 
" was no way I was going to hold 
· onto that keg any 'longer than . 
. I had to. Never in my life did · 
I wa·nt a: keg t9 be so far away 
from me. · · 
. I was reminded by the a_p.-
' nouncer that it was sta·rting to 
rain and that he was cold. Okay, 
, emb;urass me some more, call 
a little more attendo·n to me. 
Thank you very much. · . 
~ With th~se incentives in 
mind, I looked cautiously over 
· the hill, the only thing I saw was 
FLAMER staring me in the face.-
. Quickly, I grabbed the keg, got 
my cetrifogal force going again 
and did not forget to let go of · 
the keg. 
Now I can say I'm an official 
flam~r I guess. At least I'm not 
a wimp. 
ALCOHOL-
<continued from page 3) 
beverages_ from befog served 
after one a.m., said Wells. -
Saborn will not override the 
students if he finds the rules to 
be reasonable, said Wells. 
·The New 
According to Rodler, .. the 
handbook is printed in the 
second week of May ancl it is 
"unlikely" tha~ the biH will be 
ready by then. 
"We have to now.wait ~nd see 
what Dean Sanborn wants to 
do,''. said Rodler·. ''.Qur.pr~sent 
policies cover~everything .. -~/e, 
Three Stereos for · 
the Price of 1.3 
We don't have to tell you about the advantages o( a personal stereo-:. the Sony Walkman® 
and others have made FM stereo, audio cassettes, and even the digital clarity of compact 
· di&£ portable ancl economical. But· the "personal". in personal ·sten~o is good news arid bad 
news. You ,can listen without bothering the rest of the world (or the world b-otltering you), , 
but' until recently it's been impossible tQ share. the sounds. If you wanted portable music 
for picnics or tailgate parties you had to go out and buy a "blaster" (for a bit more than • · 
you paid for your Walkman), and if you wanted decent sound back at the dorm you were 
in for some real expense. · 
1 
Introducing Speakerack™ by Galax. 
· It starts with ~ pair of fully portable 
1 
amplified dynamic speakers that 
pump out more clean sound than 
you'd believe. Plug them into your 
personal stereo, separate 
the·speakers and you've 
got a <;lorm full of sound. 
·SIJ.ap · them onto their thermoplastic framework 
and youive got a "blaster" complete with carrying strap and a place for your stereo. 
We're the Campus Conn~tion™ arid we think electronic equipment costs too much. By · 
the time it's gone from the manufacturer to a trading company to the distributor to 
the wholesaler to the store:: .. everybody has some of your money except·you. Our solution 
is cut out ~ost of the distribution network so we can afford to sell the Speaker~ck for $~9. 
We're so excited about the sound of these speakers we guarantee you'll love the sound or · 
your money back--no questions asked. 
Pl~ase send me _Speake rack™ amplified 
speaket system(s) for $39 each. 
Name _____________ _ 
Address ______________ _ 
Ci.ty/State/Zip ___ ___;_ ___ ___,_ __ 
Telephone# ( ) ________ _ 
□ -Payment enclosed 
0 MasterCard card# · exp_ 
□ . Visa signature~-~-· _______ _ 
Califomia residents add sales tax. Allow 4-6 weeks for snipping. 
Full refuAd if returned within 30 days. · 
the Campus Connection Dept. NHR9 
10573 West Pico Blvd.•Suite 210 Los Angeles, CA 90064 
the Campus 
Connection 
the mail order student store 
Dept. NHR9 • 10573 West Pico Blvd. 
_Suite 21 0 • Los Angeles, CA 90064 
© 1988 Electronics Trading Company. "the Campus Connection," "the mail order.student store," and "Speakerack" are trademarks _of Electronics Trading Company 
· don't need to ,rush it through 
right away." 
T-SCHOOL 
(continued from_page 1) 
Lee Campbell, an ins.tnictor "Retention is a concern of 
at Thompson School said with UNH," said Lee Campbell, "yet 
the exception of these courses, UNH is allowing emotionally 
"T-School as a resource is dosed committed ahd academically 
to the four-year student at a time proven T-School students to go 
when UNH classes are full and elsewhere when their prefer-
studen,,ts ,.are unable to get into ence is to stay at UNH,'' Cam-
them. bell said. 
In ada_ition, the existing Another problem with the _ 
Transfer/Credit Policy is def- Transfer/Credit Policy is that 
icient, said De Vries~ He said it it allows two-year students only 
does not permit two-year stu- twenty-four specific cla-sses to 
dents transfering to the four- transfer in full to the four-year 
year college to retain the grades school, said De Vries. He said . 
for those dual-numbered courses any credits · earned from courses 
even though they can keep the not on this list transfer at only 
credits. 60 percent of their value. · 
On the ·other hand, the four- Furthermore, no T-School 
year· student gets full credit and credits~ .with the. exception of 
a grade for the same course . .,,, Comm 211/212, a two part 
Letters from T.;-School alum- · rea_ding and writing cou~se, 
ni, in response to ap adminis- satisfy any General.Educat10n 
trative survey, indicated that requirements, said DeVries. 
the Transfer/Ci-edit Policy was . De Vries said, "I-hope that the 
responsible for their decision · ~ollege d~ans will recognize that 
not transfer to UNH's four-year · this is a major problem that 
college. concerns both the two-year and 
the four-year schools." . 
SaeoBound. 
Norther,, . ~waters . 
Box 113, Rollte 302, Center Conway, N-.r Hampshire 03813 • 60~7-2177 
Errol, New Hampshire• Box 113, Center Conway, N.H._03813 • 803-447-21n 
! 
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-HOUSING..-
<continued from page 3) 
location and size of new hous-
ing "W.ithio the University, 
we have been led to believe tnar 
the most feasible site would be 
the development of an apart-
ment complex beyond the 
UAC's, near A-Lot," Gould said. 
Inclusive ~o tJ."iese new prop-
osals is the creation of a special 
eight member Board of Trustees 
.sub-committee, the a,d h.oc Stu-
dent Residence Facilities Plan-
ning Committee, which will 
oversee the planning of these 
facilities. 
The ad hoc committee will · 
RESUMES 
For a resume that can do the job, 
depend on Kinko's. _ 
be headed by Steven McAuliffe, • Cop. ies • Office Supplies 
chairman of the Property and 
Physical Plant-Development e Binding • ConVien1'ent-Hours 
Committee, and husband of the 
late Krista McAuliffe. 1 
Bischoff and Azzi did not • F oppy Disks • Resume Papers 
mention a-t1y potential areas and 
did not say whether new facil- 51 MAIN STREET, DURHAM 
students or upperclass·men. 
THE NORTHWOOD, N.fl. RECREATION DEPAR' MEN 
1 
needs SUMMER RECREATION DIRECTORS with backgrounds -
m: 
music• drama• sports• arts and crafts• nature studies 
co work with childr~n grades 1 - 6 for 4 weeks_ beginning in mid-
July. 
Send applications/ resumes to~ 
Recreation Dept. · 
Town-of Northwood 
PO Box 242 
. Northwood, N.H. 03261 
Call 942-775.3 or 942-8060 for information. 
*word Association 
( 603) 669-2423 . 
Word Processing • 1:YJ)ing • Transcription 
Durham, New Hampshire 
ities would ho_use incoming 
868
_
6322 RENOV ATION-s......_ _______________ ____. 
(continued from page 3) 
She said the rationale behind 
this was that students like to 
· "hang out" in the upper corri-
dor, and the MUB is the students 
building. 
Romano said the contract for 
the roof has already been put 
out to bid. She said a potential 
problem with the renovations 
is that the roof must be com-
pleted before the carpet can be 
insJalled. 
She said, "There are enough 
leaks in the roof that we can't 
put new carpet .down." The 
problem arises in fact that the 
MUB can only be closed down 
during July and August. 
Romano said there could be 
a problem with ·completing the 
renovations if the roof isn't 
completed on schedule. If the 
roof work is not completed on 
time, the interior renovations 
may not be possible untiL next 
summer. 
According to Keating, the . 
money for the roof was budgeted 
for last year, but it was not 
repaired because there were only - -
three months between the time 
the funds ~ere approved and 
the summer, when the construe- · 
tion has to be done. 
He said there simply wasn't 
enough time to go through all 
the proper_ channel between 
March and the summer to begin 
the repair last year. 
He said, "It boils down to red . 
tape. The University of New 
Hampshire Policy is not con-
ducive to instant change." : 
-CONTRACTS■ 
· (continued from page 3) 
of and emergency or to set up 
consultation appointments. 
• Representation in cases of . 
uncontested divorce. 
• Representation at the De-
partment of Motor ~ ehicle 
hearings. Many of which are 
held. in Concord. 
• Representation on a con-
tigency basis for 2 5 % fee plus 
costs. / · _ . 
Koziell said Dywer will also 
be responsible for 70% of the 
office hours in the MUB, some-:-
thing Evans and-Middlehoser 
have ignored. He also said the . 
new attorneys will be $3500 
cheaper than the current ones. 



























































Mill Road Plaza 
Durham, NH 03824 
(6(?3) 868-5584 
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STUDENT·, Positions ~Avail8ble 
' 
for Fresh Start 
Assistant 
Coordinators 
· T TAssocIATION 
Become directly in-
volved in the planning .· 
of Fresh Stclrt! · 
ONDAY APRIL 26 
5PM ,_ ~ · 7PM 
OPEN DAILY 
• I 
9AM' - 5PM · 
. APRIL 26-2.9 
/ 
. . 
Applications Available in the 





. '· ' ' .. '·_:'!':'!,. 
Due May 4 .. , 
. -.~ .---· \ ,· 
. . ; . 
. . ,,. I . UNIVERSITY-OF NEW HAMPSHIRE . 
· HEALTH SERVICES 
- . . - \,. invites you to run ' / 
JUST FOR THE HEALTHOF IT . 
ONE MILE RUN 
TAC Certified Course " 
SUNDAY MAY 1, 1988 ,;T 10:00 AM 
;,All. 
men's & women's· c, 
open division: · era 
to age 39 i' 
men's & women:s 
master division 
. 40 & over ! 
· . Celebrate the Opening of our New Facility~·.-
May 1 
o One-Mile Celebration Road Race r , 
□ Dedication and Open House 11 :00 AM- 5:00 PM ':. .M-
Exhibits by the Health Services Staff and by Area Health Providers 
Refreshments ' · 
May2 . . 
O Special Day for the School of Health Studies-tour~ c1-nd displays 
1 M~3 . 
O Special Day for Staff and. Faculty-tours and displays· 
, I 
Hea_lth _S,,ervice's is ~vailat;>le to au stud~nts, faculty and staff'... Come and see what wEfcando.for yo·u. ,.,,. .. · 
. ,· -· ·-- . 
+ : 
:~~J. . 
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KilimanJaio's.,but-voted.aga.inst ,KJLJMINJARO . ~ , · · the separate alcohol statement · · - . . . . . . \:fne-•of4··· tlie'•ma:tn re-a:so1fs'"Hle ·.'' 
which said the board supports (contiriued fro}tl page 1) prop'?sal was. u,blel' w,as to · · 
the sale of alcohol in the MUB, - the ~tudent Activity Fee ·council . eStabltsh the pnor·1ty a~:securing ' '
1 
C'!. ► 0 · 
incongruence with the KiJiman- o~ his designee, the PUB Coor- the Chan?el l1 space·: "What ~~ . _ 
jaro's bylaws in the Chanp.el 11 dm~t~r~ the director of Student yve realty nee~ to be concentrat- · 
space. Activ1t1es or his cl.esignee, and mg on is sayrng we want .that 
. _Keating said the board spec-two faculty/staff membe-rs. · s~ace for st~~en~;s,as a~ enter-
ified the channel . 11 space . The Board of Directors has ~amment_ fa~.iltty, she said. 
because they did not feel the the power to govern all policies She said, I -w~nt t? see some , 
~UB cafeteria had an approp- ~oncerning Kilimanjaro's, sub- type of entertarn~ent facility 
nate a~mosph~re _fr!r an ak◊hol Ject to Sr_at_e and University laws wHh_ alcoh<?l! bu~. o_?ly under 
entertamment facility. · · and policies, according to co- certam ~ond1t1ons. . - · 
-. H~ explained th~t Kil~man- author Patrick, Sweeney. - . ~he listed some ?f the con-
~aro s can an~ will still be Several Senators _questioned · ?itions as, _a valedrne system 
imple~ented sorpew-hfire in.the the a:uthor!tY of Kilima-njaro's 1melementrng the ~ew ID'~, a 
~UB if the Channel 11 space Board of Directors. Keating s·aid strtct ~uest checkrng policy, 
is not allocated to an entertain- Kilimanjaro's Board of Direc- separatmg the use ofthe facility 
ment facility. tors will have power over the . be_t\\!'een underage and legal 
J.\t this time, Dean Sanborn policies and business of Kil- drmers, and progamming ako-
and President Haaland are imanjaro's. He clarified that all hol only one or two-nights a 
considering r~commendations MUB businesses are subject to week. . ; · 
made by a student committee the approval of the MUB Board ~~att°:g said he was open to 
on what -is to be done with the of _Governors. In this way," he writu:~g rn thes~ •stipulations. 
Channel 11 space, said Keating. said, the Kilimanjaro's board tie said they were already ver- . 
He said the number one will have to answer to the MUB bally understood by the authors 
priority of the students is an l}o~~d, but not ·-the :Student of the proposal; Sweeney and · 
entertarnment.;.night club facil- Senate, 1 Becker. 
ity. " Keating said liability had been Swee°:ey didn't see the tabling· 
Senate approval is not needecl c~refu,lly _researched and th.at ~~ a maJor obstade. He said, 
to coordinate Ki!imanjaro's but it sh_o~ld not be a problem . The only P!oblem we'll face 
the alcohol optton can not be providrng alcohol policies are is ~e-e~u~atrng a new Senate 
7
xercized without it, said Keat- "adhered to in a responsible, which is unfamiliar with this." 
mg. · legal manner." ,. Becker was not pleased with 
He said the two proposals He sa~d _the pniversity holds ~~e Senate:s decisio;°. He sai~,, 
were presen,ted together to a $16 mtllton msur_ance policy !t do~sn t s~.rprtse me, it 
demons!r!t.e the struct~re and that wo~ld cover a liability suit. disappomt~ me. . .. . 
. responsibility surroundmg, the . Keatmg said Kilimanjaro's He contmue? by saymg, Peo-
alcohol statement. - · was a completely separate issue P!e whg are ignora~t of the 
. Kearin~ sa!~ Kilima_njaro's fr~m alcohol and that it will not hiScorr of the Pub and th_e 
is set,,up m a _ c_o.rpo_rar~ struc- affe_ct the chances of securing- proposal sp.o~ld research. it 
t~re. · There is a ' board of ·the Channel 11 -space. , • ~hems~\ves. Right now they re 
~irectors consisting of the Chair . SBVP Sabre Clarke disagreed JUSC trrng us up. If they don't 
of the MUB Board of Gover- she _said, "Deciding on alcohol get gomg there won't ·be a Pub 
nor'.s. the President ot MUSO, riaht now is premature. She said ~ext year." · 
Exercise or 
· .,<~,; · F ashio-n ? 




S-M-L-XL $1 J90, 
! Cotton Capri Tights ._ , 
by Marika 
S-M-L-XL $1790 
Cotton Footless Tights 
by Marika 
$-M~L-XL. $24i90 
• 1argest S$1ectiC'n In seacO'lsr 
50 Main Street• Durham, NH 
868~2570 
~v1ON-SAT 9am-5:30pm 
Arts & Entertainment 
We'll blow you· 
Esthetic 
Dentistry 
'Can 110w give 
you th,e 
dazzling· smile ,-
you 'v,e always 
dreamed 'of. 
· Esthetic Denti~try helps you "-
smile with confidence. 
Exciti~g new ~dvances in Esthetic D~ntistry such as 
cosmetic -bondmg, porcelain veneer and bleaching can 
- correct the following: 
· • chipped or brqken teeth due to accident 
·or sports injury 
• · irregular or unusually large spaces 
. between teeth 
• obvious . discoloration · 
• rotated or misaljgned teeth 
• loose teeth . due to gum proble~s . 
~ esthetic reshaping of natural tee.th 
Es!hetic Dentistry can give y~u a more pleasing · 
smile than · even nature provided . . 
You'll Ile f:lmaz~d by the' results 
of Esthetic Dentistry. -
Here i~ an e~ample of the dramatic improvements 
-Esthetic Dentistry can make in your sinile. -. ·. ·.a 
Before After 
Extreme spacing and ir-
regular tooth position 
caused by tooth loss and 
seyere gum problems. - . 
_ A combination of crowns, 
and bonding I created -a 
more pleasing smile. 
The art and science of Esthetic Dentistry 
by Dr. Allen Sitomer -· ~ · ~ 
Esthetic . Dentistry requires · skili and experience to 
be performed suceessfully . . Dr. Allen Sitomer has -
been . a leader ill this field in the New England area _ 
and has · helped hundreds of patients restore their 
smile and bring a new outlook on. their liv~s. :, . 
Dr~ '~ito~er ~as had formal specialty traini~g at 
_ Bo~ton Umvers1ty Sch~ol of Graduate .Dentistry and 
· was St~f Pro~thodont1_st at Boston:'s Brigham and 
· Women s Hospital. He 1s a member of the American 
, College of Prosthodontics. 
-· ~mong .his pa_tients are ~ntertainment, sports and 
busmess professionals. _ _ :·, .. · · . 
- The fe~ for Esthetic Bonding-is $35 p_~~ _tooth. 
To find out how Dr. Sitomer can help you 
call for an appointment. . ·~-<-1 . 
-, er-1c·- --· , -~ . ,- ·~. ( . 
Dr. Allen Z. Sitomer · 
DENTI~TRY D.D.S . . M.Sc.D. 
Complete Fam~ly Dentistry 
-_. _ PROSTHODONTIST . · 
Also sp~efalizirw in Crowns, Brid!(eworl,., Dentures 
-llt State_ Street, Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 / . 







school, you face one of 
the hardest lessons in life: -
Without experience, 
it's toJ.Igh to get a job.And -
_ -without a job, it's .tough to 
get ~nence. -
AtThe Wall Street 
Journal, we recognize that expe-
. ,. _rience is ~methipg you don't . . 
start earmnguntil after graduation. 
But while you're waiting, we can 
' give you a head start by providing · _ 
some-of the same competitive · 
-advantages that exp•erience brings. 
For instance, our wide-ranging 
news coverage gives you a clearer 
- understanding of the whole complex 
world of business. -
· Our tightly focused feature re-
portipg prep~ you for your !1}ore 
specific ambitions-whether in 
management, acconnting_, finance, · 
technology, marketing.or small 
business. - , , 
And our in-depth analysis helps 
you formulate your jdeas ii) a 
sharper and more persuasive way. 




. -· nee. 
- . . 
Call-800-257 -1200,* Ext. 1066 " 
or mail the coup~m - and start your · 
subscription to The Wall Street 
'Journal at student savings of up -
to $48 _off the regular subscrip-
tion price. _ 
That's a pretty generous· offer. 
Especially when you consider 
what it actually represents .. 
Tuition for the real world. 
r:;---.-----~ 
1 To subscribe~ call 800-257-1200; 1 
,- I _ . -_ _ Ext. 1066 toll-free. - I · 
Or mail to: The Wall Street Journal, 500 3rd Ave. W., Seattle, 
I WA 98119 . 1 ·D Send me one year of The Wall Street Journal for $66-a 
saving of $48 off the regular subscription price. _ 
.1 D Send me 15 weeks for $~6. '-0 Payment endosed. I 
D Bill me later. I Name _______ __,._ I_' 
. 
1 
Student I.D.# Grad. Month/Year_·. __ 
1 Address _________ _ 
I City __ ========Stite __ Zip 
I 
School Major _____ I 
These prices are valid for a limited time.for students only in the continental U.S. 
By placing your order, you authorize The Wall Street Journal to verify the 
enrollment information supplied above. · v 
I The Wcill Street Jownal. -1 
l74SNT'Jnedailydiaryofthe~~ ~42!:J 
*In Pennsylvania, call 800-222-3380,"Ext. 1066. 
~ ~1986 Dow Jones,& Company, Inc. 
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'SUMMER· 
WITH THE 
U·NIVERSlTY ,OF·NEW HAMPSHIRE 
~ 
·~~y~ 
FoR UNH STUDENTS WHo LIVE A'\JD WoRK IN THE MERRIMACK ¼.LLEY · 
UNDERGR.AIJ.UATE COURSE SCHEDULE ■ SUMMERl988 
Dept. No. Title CREF Cr. 
* Admn 424 Business Statistics 7401 4 
Adinn 502 · FinLlncial Accoun ting 7402 . 4 
Admn 503 Managerial Accounting 7403 4 
Admn 517 Survey of. Fin. Accounting · 7404 4 
Admn 550 Survey of Marketing 7405 ' 4 
Admn 580 Intro. to Org . Beh-avior 7406 4 
* AnSc 400 · Food and People 7061 4 , 
* Anth 411 Cultural & Social Anthrop()logy ' 7285 4 
Arts 532 Introductory Drawing 7111 4 
Arts S.51 Photography 7113 4 
* Arts 574 . Architectural Hislory 7114 4 
1;3iol 403 Principles 0f Biology - 7062 4 
- *Bot412 Introdbctory Botany 7031 4 
Lab for Above -
* CiE 520 Environmental Pollution 7032" 3 
*CMN 402 Co.D1munication & Social Order 7187 4 
CMN 403 Public Speaking ,7188 4 
* Econ 401 Principles of Economics Macro 7326 4 
* Econ 402 Principles of Economics Micro 7327 4 
* Engl 401 Freshman English 7141 4 
* Engl 401 Freshman English 7142 4 
* Engl 401 Freshman English 7143 4 
* Engl 513 Intro. to English Literature . 7145 ,,i 4 
* Engl 515 Suryey of American Literature 7144 •'l 4 
* Engl 586 Introduction to Women Writers 7148 4 , 
* Engl 632 Fiction · 7147 4 
* Esci 401 Pri1,ciplcs of Geology l 7033 4 
Fren 501 Review of French 7226 4 
* Geog 402 Reg. Geog. of Non-Wc:;t.World 7347 4 
* Hist 436 Western Civilization 7121 4 
* Hist 510 His't. Survey oi American Civilization 7122 4 
Intr 530 Conversational Sign Lab 7500 2 
Math 401 Elementary Math I 7001 0/4 
Math 402 Elementarv Math II 7002 0/4 
Math 405 Elementary Functions 7003 0/4 
* Math 420 · Fjnite Mathematics 7004 4· 
* Math 420 ' Finite Mathematics 7007 C 4 
. *MathA25 Calculus l 7005 4 
Ma.th 426 Calculus II 7006 4 
* Musi 401 Introductinn to Music 7101 4 
* Mµsi 511 Survey of Music if)- Am.erica 7102 4 
Niirs 630 Nursing Le-adership 7301 :£,. 
Nutr 475 Nutrition in Health & Disease 7300 4 
* Phii 401 Introduction to Philosophy 7176 4 
*Polt 401 Politics and_ Society · 7361 4 
* Polt 402 American G()Vt. & Politics 7362 4 
* Psyc 401 Introduction \o Psychology 7r1 4 -=1~ 
~ Psyc 571 _ The Great Psychologists 7253 4 
* Soc 400 - Introductory Sociology 728 1 4 
* Soc 400 Introductory Sociology 7282 -l 
* Soc 520 The Family 7283 -l 
* Soc 540 Social Problems 7284 -l 
* Th~a 4,3~. lntrodtiction lo T✓.heater . 7186 -l -
* General Educdticiiz Requirements. ' -' · 
Ii" .' ·, ... :.'_.'~ • > ,,, . · 1 .• • 
Day(s) Times . Instructor Dates BlJg :rWks 
TIR 5:30-7:30 pm Rnvcc 5 24-8 11 DC 12 
' T/R 6:00-8:00 pm Babin 5,::?.4-8t 11 HH 12 
M/T/R 6:00-8:30 prn Moses 5/23-7, 5 !iii 6 
M/W 5:30-8:30 pm N~lse\,·urth\' 0122-8• 17 llll 8 
M/W 5:30-8:30 pm Cillev - 6122-81 17 DC 8 
M/W 8:30-11 :30 .am Leve-squc 6/22-8/17 DC 8 
T 6:-00-8:00 pm Smith 5_124-819 DC 12 
M/T/W/R 6:00-8:50 pm. Staruch · 5/23-6/20 HH 4 
M/W/R 5:30-9:00 pm _ Freed 6/20-8/.15 - lnst 8 
M/W/R · 5 :~Q-9:00 pm ~ Samson 6/20-8/15 Inst 8 
M/T/W/R 8:30-11:20 am 5/23-6/20 DC 4 
' M/T/R 6:00-8:30-pm Mattson 5/23-7/5 DC 6 
M/W/F 9:00-11 :30 am -Baker 5/23-716 -DC 6 
M/T/W/R/F 12:30-2:00 pm 
M/T/R 6:00-8:30 pm Doucet 5/23-7/5 DC 6 
M/T/W/R 8:30-11:20 am Rondeau 5/23-6/20 DC 4 
M IW 5:30-8:30 pm Sims 6/22-8/17 DC 8 
M,T/R 6:00-8:30 pm Romps 5/23~7/5 HH 6 
M/T/R 6:00-8:30 pm Stachow 7/7-8/16 DC 6 
M/W 6:00-8:00 pm Bass 5/23-8/17 HH 12 
MIT/R· 6:00-8-:30 pm Pobywa jlo 7/7-8/16 DC 6 
M/W 5:30-8:30 pm Edson 6/22-8/17 HH 8 
M /W/R . 6:00-8 :30 pm Coles 5/23-7/6 HH 6 
T/R ? 6:00-8:00 pm Craven 5/24-8/11 HH 12 . 
M/W/R 9:00-11:30 am Lambert 5/23-7/6 HH 6 
MIW 6:00-8:00 pm Gleason 5/23~8/17. HH 12 
M/W 8:30-11 :30 am Olszewski 6/22-8/17 _ DC 8 
M/W ' 6:00-8:00 pm . 5/23-8/17 HH _ 12 
M/T/W/R 8:30-11 :20 am.' Bavr - ' 5/23-6/20 DC 4 
, M/\VIR 6:00-8:30 pm Ceru llo 5/23-7/6 DC 6 
T/R 5:30-8:30 pm Moses ·6/21-8/11 HH 8 
M 6:00-8 :00 pm _Hemphi ll 5/23-8/15 . DC 12 
T/R 6:00-8:30 pm Cliche 5/24-8/11 RH 12 
T/R 6:00-8:30 pm Poirier 5/24-8/11 HH -1-2 
T/R 6:00-8:30 pm ·Reagan 5/24-8/11 HH 12 
MIW 6:00-8:30 p m Wh alen 5/23-8/17 HH 12 
M1Wm. . 8:30-11 :00 am 6)/22-8}15 DC 8 . 
TIR 6:00-8:30 pm Pefel le 5/24-8/11 HH 12 
T/R 6:00-8:30 pm 5/24-8/11 HH 12 
M/T!WR .· 6:00-8:50 pm -Veal 5'1 23-6/20 DC 4 
T/R S:30-8:30 pm AnnicchiMico 6/21-8/1 l DC 8 
M ,w d,.,, ~ 4:15-7:00 pm · Spears 5/23-6/20 VAH 4 
T !R 5:30-8:30. pm · Gaffnev ,6/21-8/11 DC 8 
M \\,' R 6:00-8:30 pm Stalev 5/23-7/6 , DC 6 
M1W 5:3018:30 pm Kavser .6/22-8/17 , HH 4 
MTF h:00-8:30 pm i\i~to 5/23-7/5 DC 8 
MTR 6:00-8 :30 pm Metzger 7/7-8/16 . HH 6 
TR 5:30-8 :J0 pm Devonis 6/,21-8/11 HH 8 
l\1 ·T I\ h:00-8 :30 pm · A lvarez 5/23-7/5 HH . 6 
:\1 T \\' I\ 8:30-11:20 tlill Piotrn\\'ski S'.1 23-6/20 · · DC 4 
Mi\'\' 5;30-8:30 pm Piotrll\-\'S·ki 6/22-8/17 HH 8 
M \\' R h:lHl-8:30 pm M•cGowan 7/7-8117 HH 6 
I\ 1 \ \' I\ . 6:00-8 :30 pm Mroukc1 . 5/23-7/6 DC 6 
C ombine the advantages ~f UNB at Man~heste~ \Vith · · opportunities for work, recreation and cultural develop-
. ment that exist in the largest city in northern New England. 
Use your summer to catch up, -expiore new areas of interest or 
to get . started on _a college .degree. Five summer ses~ions will be 
offered, starting May 23. Call .668-0700 for further information,. 
Five Su~met Sessions Offered: 
1~. _May 23'-June 20 . 4. June ~2-August 17 
2. May 23-July 6 5. July 7-August 17 
3. May 23-Augu_st 17 · - · 
To register with VISA or MasterCar.d call UNHM at ·668-0700. 
220Hackett Hill Rd. • Manchester, NH 03102 -
~ 
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Editorial 
T-School students shafted 
Frqstrated students can not only be found 
at the four-year college in · Durham. A hop, 
skip and jump from T-Hall is another 
Thompson. The.re we find the two-year 
college, Thompson School. 
students as well and by the same prnfessor. 
T-School students, on the other hand, 
cannot transfer a grade for these same 
courses. 
states-''all credits-will transfer at full value." 
The same applies with the Associate in 
Arts degree offered through the Division 
of Continuing Education. 
Thompson School, affectionately know 
as T-School, is a state funded two-year 
~ollege which acts as a stepping stone to 
the four-year college for many students. 
Too bad ,students trying to transfer ha,ve 
found the step is more like jumping off 
. But it doesn't end there. Students who 
do get into the four-year college are also 
slaves to general education requirements 
because almost every T-School course is 
considered inadequate to fill them. 
As a result, students must cram in general 
education requirements, their major re-
quirements, and the extra credit hours they 
have lost before they can get a bachelor's 
An argument constantly reiterated by 
college deans is that T-School concentrates 
on applied sciences while the four-ye·ar 
college deals with arduous theories. Yet 
it s-eems foolish to deny the benefits of 
practic~l experience. After all, what is the 
real world about anyway? If anything a 
combination of T-School's hands-on kn9w-
how and the four-year college's advanced 
theory should make for very successful 
students. 
a cliff. _, 
The current Trans fer/ Credit policy puts 
students wishing to get into. the four-year 
college with their backs against the wall. 
Only selecte.d courses will transfer credit 
in full. The remaining courses transfer only 
60 percent worth of credit and, in most 
cases, none of the courses can fulfill major 
requirements. 
degree. · . 
In the end, T.;.School students wishing 
to \transfer are being asked to add an extra 
• year to their education. 
Still, it wouldn't be so easy to criticize 
In the meantime, dual-numbered courses 
at T-School are often taught -to four-year 
· the Transfer/Credit policy if it was con-
sistent throughout the University system. 
But the policy for students recieving an 
associate degr~e from UNH-Manchester 
In light of the University system's effort , 
to keep education accessable to in-state 
students (while raising out-of-state tuition · 
$755, I dare add), 'it is hypocritical to force 
T-School students to go elsewhere because 
of this no-win policy. 
Joanne Marino, Editor-in-Chief elect 
Disgusted 
0
To the Editor: 
I ' m D I S G U S T,E D a n d 
ASHAMED! These are the only two 
things I can say after hearing David 
Reed speak in Horton on Tuesday, 
April 19th. As a part of UNH's 
AIDS Awareness Week, David 
Reed .gave a personal account of 
"his life and how he's dealt with 
AIDS. It's digusting that this disease 
has reached epidemic.:-heights and 
-nothing is being done. Out of his 
eight years in off ice, Reagan has 
only given the equivalent of two 
days worth of Federal fond_ing to 
this disease. TWO DAYS, out of 
2,912! TWO; that's disgusting. It's 
even more disgusting that peop\e 
with AIDS are treated as outcasts. 
They are discriminated against, 
ignored, and even abused. It really 
,.-g_ets nauseating when fatally ill 
·people are being beat up for being 
sick. How many times do your hear-
of people being beaten for cancer? , 
That's unthinkable and insane, but 
not when it comes to AIDS patients, 
right? WRONG! People with AIDS _ 
are not outcasts! They need just as 
much, if not more love and care as 
healthy people. It's predi<;:ted that 
in the next few years everyone will 
either know someone with AIDS 
or know sorrieoiie who has died 
from AIDS. Do you want to be 
known as a former friend of an 
AIDS patient, one who left when 
your friend needed you most? How 
would you feel if you had AIDS and 
your best friend would not come 
near you because of fear? Or your 
parents ignore you because they' re 
ashamed? Who would you turn to? 
Think about these AIDS victims 
now. Who do they have to turn to? 
Very few, but those few make a 
world of difference. David Reed 
said that h·s· a shame that he had 
to get AIDS in order to get the love 
he has received from his parents 
, a~d friends. I wonder how many · 
other AIDS patients are so "lucky."· 
But I can't go on ap.d preach about 
how badly other people treat AIDS 
patients because I've done the same 
th ing. When I entered Horton 
Tuesday night I walked down the 
stairs. right in back of Mr. Reed. 
It was obvious that he was the 
speaker because of the lesions on 
his skin. As I slowly walked behind 
him I realized that I was holding 
on to the same hand rail that he 
was. I found myself wiping my hand 
off ·on my pants worrying f_or a 
moment of the chance that I might 
get AIDS. I am ashamed and 
disgusted with myself. How coul~ 
I be so cruel and misunderstanding 
especially after I found out what 
an incredible person this Mr. Reed 
is? I am as ashamed of my own 
feelings and actions as I am of how 
others treat him. I feel so badly that 
these people have to go through 
these trials especially when faced 
wjth death. How strong these 
people are, and how badly we treat 
them. It's tr:uly insane. 
When I see the word "AIDS," 
I think of a statistic, a few letters 
placed together, or a disease which 
eHects a lot of other people. Tonight 
changed all that. "AIDS" is not what 
makes my insides tighten and my 
eyes fill with tears. It's David Reed 
and the other real people that pull 
out my sadness and shame, sadness 
for what these truly strong people 
must put up with, on top of the 
AIDS, every single day of their short 
lives, and shame for not becoming 
aware sooner. I can't put into words 
what this one person has done for 
me, ~ut I have to beg others to try 
and do what I did. Don't just see 
AIDS as a word with a lot of facts 
behind it. Realize that there are 
people out there, maybe even some 
you know, who need your help. 
There are no more Statistics, no· 
more paper-people, no more "no 
one I know" s because in a few years 
'f' L.' 
this disease is going to effect Gvery 
single one of us. ~nd believ~ i~ or 
not, we're all gomg to be v1ct1ms 
of AIDS, either by death or by 
friendship. Can we really stand to 
neglect it any longer? It's time -has 
come, aod so has ours. It's not going 
to go away if we ignore it. So stop 
ignoring and start helping. 
Jane Egan 
Freshma1; O.T. Major 
·sisters 
, To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to the 
article entitled "Pressure Fizzles 
Out Little Sisters." Little Sister 
programs are not merely a way for 
women to become involved with 
fraternities. They are an alternative 
for women who want to be involved 
with the Greek system, but who do 
not wish to be in a sorority. We have 
a special bond with our brothers, 
but we are our own organization. 
Bel.ls 
To the Editor: 
Whose" idea is it to ring the 
Thompson Hall bells every hour 
on the hour throughout the night? 
I live i.n a dormitory near them and 
their apnoyance too often wakes 
. me up. reople who stay up at these 
hours probal?ly aren't dependent 
on the bells for the time. So:'what 
constructive purpose or important 
function do the bells serve at 3 a.m.?, 
. Of course, I doubt the Person In 
C_harge will change the ringing 
routine solely because of this com-
plaint; But at least please consider 
refreshing the noontime selection 
of church tunes. -
Jennifer Brown 
The New-Hainpshire 
ELIZABETH B. COTE. Editor-in-Chief 
· JOANNE MARINO, Managing Editor ROBERT C. DURLING, Managing Editor 
BRYAN ALEXANDER, News Editor JAY KUMAR, News Editor 
MARKT BABCOCK II, Sports Editor CHARLES J. McCUE Jr., Sports Editor 
PETER TAMPOSI, Photo Editor. ADDIE HOLMGREN, Photo Editor 
SUSAN FLYNN, Forum Eaitor ARTHUR LIZIE, Arts Editor 
KAREN P&ZENNY, Business Manager 






· . Jessiqa Standish 
We have our own executives and . ,. 
committees for our rush, pledge, 
social and philanthropic activities. 
Most people don't fully understand 
what Ptde Sisters really are, and 
Debi MacNeill 
Parke Madden 
~ Buaklea Mgr. 
Linda Logan · 
Clrculallon illgr. . 
Steven Greason 





















Sports Reporters I agree with Mike Fish that a 
decision was made before we were 
really understood. 
At this point, the fraternities 
with Little Sister programs don't 
have much choice about keeping 
them or not. I would also like to 
clarify the fact that Theta Chi did 
not phase out their program this 
year. We will be recogni,zed by our 
brothers as Little Sisters until the 
end of this semester. With their 
support an:d the support of the 
university, we have now established 
ourselves as an independent student 
organization - Delta Theta Chi. 
Kim Barnes 
Delta Theta Chi 
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Apathy from hell 
By Jay Kumar · 
This is part two of my 11Abstract Concepts from · 
Hell" series. Really. . 
Apathy is a strange thing. You can't see it, you 
can't smell it, you can't touch it, but you sure as 
hell know where ifs been. 
And sure enough, ladies and gents, it's here. I 
don't have to tell you what could happen if this 
problem gets much worse, but I think I will anyway. 
· And hey, it beats the hell out of another piece on 
radon. · · 
Let's peruse the crystal ball and look at next year. 
Say that, instead of 25 percent of the students voting 
in the SBP election, nobody votes. The adminis-
tration decides to dissolve the Student Senate due 
to lack of interest. They take over The New 
· Hampshire--top· stories are "Student organizations 
abolished" and "Dining hall food tastes good." 
The editorial is "Shut up and go to class,_ you spineless 
_jerks." WUNH now plays elevator music. 
The decision is made to convert all of Stoke into 
administrative office space, and 312 more triples 
are added to the other dorms. The other 400 students 
are entered in a lottery to see who gets to live in 
strategically-placed pup tents around campus. Of 
those 400, 3 75 are lotteried out. . 
In other predictions, Burt Reynolds will get a 
hairpiece jus·t like David Letterman's, voters will 
write-in Geraldo Riv':!ra for presidenti Elvis will 
return reincarnated as a toaster, and Eddie Murphy 
will become a successful telev~ngelist for 3 months 
' before a sex scandal involving him and Zsa Zsa 
Gabor brings him down. Hey, wait a minute, these 
are my 1989 predictions for the National Enquirer. 
Sorry. · 
University Police are given pit bulls, qmks, and 
anti-aircraft :missiles. Homecoming is banned in 
order to eliminate another trouble spot. In fact, 
aU sport~ programs are banned. So is the Greek 
system, intramural _sports, spitting on the sidew!lk, 
parking in A-lot (need room for the pup tents), 
coed_dorms, parties (actually, I think those,are already 
banned), and loud music.· · ~ 
A new gen ed system is introduced with 43 
requirements, helping to introduce the new seven 
year major. Tuition goes up 67 percent to pay for 
the new program. A new $350 fee is tacked on to 
every student's bill to pay for the new rec center 
which will hold weekly dances for 1000 luck; 
students. The dances will be hosted by the Larry 
· Schmuck Polka Quintet, and it will be the only place 
where persons of the opposite sex can actually touch 
each other in public. . - · 
The dining halls will convert to an all-tofu menu 
in order to save money. A typical dinner will. b~ 
tofu burgers with st>ybeans, sprouts, and soy soup. 
(Mmm y_ummy). Ne'o/ town legislation will close 
down Nick's, Glory Daze, Wildcat, Benjamin:s, 
and the Tin Palace, and replace them with five 
identical Al's House of Okra franchises. Karl will 
be kicked out of his truck so the space can be used 
to house 12 additional ·students. 
A wall will be built around campus and parents 
will be allowed in for visiting hours once a month. 
The Earth will stop rotating on its axis. Cats and 
dogs will start living together. The Baltimore Orioles 
will. win the World Series. Styx will get back together 
(Satisfied, Arthur?). You get the picture. · 
Now, of course, I exaggerate--Baltimore won't 
win the World Series. But nonetheless, apathy is 
a major problem. Without a majority of the students 
(not just a vocal minority) voicing their opinion 
by voting or getting involved, we run the risk of 
· having absolutely no say in our lives here. While 
things may not end up exactly the way I predic;ted, 
they could get pretty scary. If we don't get involved, 
we could be going from a suitcase campus today 
to a police state tomorrow. No kidding. 
Jay Kumar is now just a lowly Staff Reporter for 
The New Hampshire. 
73 years ago: the genocide 
By Marc Mamigonian · 
Seventy-three years ago this week w·as begun 
the first attempt in man's long history by one 
government to exterminate an entire-people. t)n 
April 24, in 1915,- the first orders went out from 
the Turkish government for the mass deportations 
of Armenians within the Ottoman Empire. In 1915, 
there were some 1.5 million Armenians living in 
their ancestral lands in Eastern Turkey, lands 
inhabited by Armenians for.nearly 3000 years, lands 
that were t~en ruled by the Turks. By the end of 
1915, at least one million Armenians had been killed 
by the Turks, and the ones fortunate enough to 
have lived had fled to Russia, Syria; or any other 
neighboring land where they could live. By the end 
of 1918, nearly a million and a half Armenians had 
been killed b_y the Turks. Seventy )years later, 
however, ·few people even remember that it 
happened. If its occurance is referred to at all, ·it 
is often referred to as an "alleged genocide." Tell 
me this: how do more than a million people allegedly 
die? How can the Turks get -away with never even 
acknowledging that the genocide happened? Perhaps 
most of all, how cah the United States, which has 
become home to hundreds of thousands of Armen-
. ians, continue to persist in ignoring the destruction 
of more than a mi\lion people? 
I would like to think that such injustices would 
bother me even if I were not an Armenian, if my 
grandmother had not barely survived a death march 
through the desert, if countless other now forgotten 
relatives had not been put to death. But all of these 
things are so; therefore the gross injustices done 
to the Armenians cannot help but anger and saclden 
me. Is _it not enough that my people were butchered, 
starved, exposed to disease, expelled from our 
homeland and scattered all over the earth, without 
having all of these things referred to as "allegedly" 
happening? Even the Jews, for all the atrocities 
.committed against them by the Nazis, achieved 
. that small degree of justice. Of course, virtually 
all the Turks who committed these atrocities are 
gone, and the government that ordered them long 
since overturned. The ti.rpe for justice has passed, 
it would seem. However, is simple acknowledgement 
too much to ask for? 
Recently, an attempt to not only deny the 
Armenians claim but to discredit them has arisen. 
"Armenians died", these revisionist . historians . say, 
"but they were merely unfortunate casualities of 
war. Furthermore, at least as many Turks died at 
the hands of the Armenians in the course of World 
War 1::- Not only are such claims patently absurd, 
they are a gross insult to not only the Armenians 
who died, but also to anyone who does not care 
to see history casually rewritten. I do not deny that 
many Arm_enians died as a result of the war; they 
were trying to break free from the Ottoman Turks 
. in order to establish an independent homeland, 
and risked their lives to do so. But the men and 
particularly the unarmed women and children who 
were made to leave their homes ·and march without 
food to their deaths were· not . rebelling. What they 
were is the victims of a Moslem government that 
finally decided to eliminate a large and thriving 
Christian minority. · 
Why will the United States not acknowledge the ' 
Armenian genocide? Perhaps the many missiles 
stationed in Turkey, a NATO country, have 
something to do with it. That Turkey will never 
willingly admit that they murdered the Armenian 
people is obvious by the national guilty conscience 
that they posess; in Turkey, it is forbidden by law 
to so much as mention Armenia or the genocide. 
An admission of guilt? What do you think? 
Marc Mamigonian is a sophomore English/ Politi-
cal Science major and a,New Hampshire Arts repor-
ter. · 
,..: . .. ~ 
Global climate 
By W. Berry Lyon 
This is part ten of fourteen environmental science 
and engineering articles appeari~g in a series spon-
sored by the UNH Pride Committee. The series dis-
cusses important environmental is sues that the 
UN H Faculty have expertise in and which ha-Vt 
relevance to the UNH Community. 
. Trace gases are important constituents ofour 
atmosphere. Although their absolute concentrations 
are very low, these gases have a profound effect 
on the climate and biological well-being of our planet. 
. We, as a species, have· apparently increased the 
concentration of many of these gases in the 
atmosphere over the past 150 years or so, yet we 
have no idea what long-term effects such increases 
will have on our planet. The production of carbon_ 
dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide 
(N2O) have increased from oil, coal and gas burning, 
deforestation and from various changes i-n agri-
cultural patterns. These gases are termed "Green-
house gases" be.cause their increase in the atmos-
phere, is believed, will lead to a gradual wa!'ming 
of the Earth's surface. (Our lower atmosphere works 
similar to a greenhouse by trapping the sun's energy 
and blocking the escape of infrared radiation). The 
rate of increase of CH4 and N2O into the atmosphere 
is now over 1 part per billion per year. The rate 
of CO2 increase is now greater than 1 part per million 
per year. To a non-specialist, these seeni like very 
small numbers. However, due to their infrared 
absorption characteristics this, small increase of 
these gases could have profound effects on the 
Earth's heat budget. Gase~ trapped deep in high 
latitude glacier ice have shown that during the last 
major "cold" period of the Earth's history (approx. 
20,000 years ago) the CO2 concentra.tion of t_he 
atmosphere was much lower. This information 
provided the first detailed suggestiC?n that ·the 
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere 
and global climate are indeed linked. 
The introduction of human-made c_hlorofluo-
. rocarbons (CFCs) into the atqiosphere have led 
to the now well-documented depletion of ozone 
in the stratosphere over Antarctica. CFCs are also 
greenhouse gases and undoubtedly contribute to 
global warming as well. 
Many scientists· now feel that further additions 
. of all these trace gases _by human activity in the 
next 50-100 years could cause the .global temperature 
to rise from 1 to 5 C. Predictions by scientists at 
the National Center for Atmosphere Research 
suggest that if the trend would continue into the 
22nd Century, global temperature could be as high 
as the Earth has experienced in the past 10 million 
years. 
What will be the ramifications of this global 
climatic response? Certainly no one knows for sure, 
but a number of scenarios have been put forward. 
The large permanent ice masses on Greenland and 
Antar~tica could start to melt thereby, rising sea 
level. Climatic belts of the earth would shift turning· 
agricultural productive ar~as into deserts. Some 
think this proces& has already begun in the Sahel 
region of Africa, le_ading to the serious famine 
conditions there. Climatic models' produced by 
Princeton scientists suggest the "grain belt" of 
the U.S., our midwestern region, would be one of 
the locations most affected, thereby dramatically 
changing our agricultural production. 
Attempting to qualify and quantify our role as , 
. geologic· and geochemical agents and our "cultural" 
effect in the atmosphere has become one of the 
. most challenging and important scientific problems 
of the day. Through our everyday actions such as. 
driving our cars, heating our homes or using aerosol 
sprays we are conducting a truly global scientific 
experiment that has great long-range -sociological, 
economic and me'dical implications. A noted 
geochemist has termed this experiment as playing 
"Russian roulette with climate". For example, it 
has been calculated that the amount of coastline 
in the U.,S. lost by just a 5-8 meter rise in sea level 
would amount to approximately $1 trillion dollars 
of property. In addition, literally millions of people 
would be displaced. · 
The impact of humankind on the Earth's 
atmosphere is unprecedented in the history of the
1 
Earth and is expected to be-come even more 
pronounced well into the next eentury. It is certainly 
possible that in the future ,we all will be asked to 
help make hard decisions regarding the ramifications · 
of our _collective actions __ and beh3:~or _P.atterns. 
W. Berry Lyons is an Associate Professor of Geo._ 
chemistry for the Departm(!nt of Earth Scienc.e! 
..,.....: 
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·_ Jeremy Rifkin-
« ... the nation's most vociferous · 
opponent of adv~nce in genetic 
engineering. "-N.Y. Times -
G GENERAL AUDIENCES · TECHNICOLOR® 
All - Admitted <!DI> . ® 0 1946 TllE WALT DISNEY COMPANY , 
.,' 
Topic:. «Genetic Engineering: · . ·7 PM& 9:3ffptvt • >' > ·. 
Utopia or Brave _New World" / ' 
- ' 
, '; .,. ' . 
~~{~t ;•*, ~ ~ -: :~ ~ • • -~!,; -~~:~• ~-· - • ~ r •. ~;, 
8 PM · -Strafford Room u $l Stude·nts<~ ..·.-,· . ' 
$2 Students . 
$3-0ther 
This Friday Night ... 
ReggaeFest '88 
·- _$4 Students __ 
. $6 O.the-r .·· : : .· · 
~•- '' ' 
0-::s, .... 
· Y) \ ''A Streetcar 
N.amed · Desire'' 
$2 .. Othe~ . 




-· .. Su.bmissions°?'::·\_ 
Starring: - ~~~~~n'-:~~~do .. ·_ . b~ing afi:~'t>t'e~t~· . 
· ~~rr;; ~~7~:~ until . May 7th · · · 
· $1 Student~ 
. '$2 Othe-r 
7 PM .& 9:30 PM 
- \Strafford· Roo,m· 
\ ' 
' . ... . .-
Contact Kathy atMUSO 
---;.forJno.re . deta'ffs;;,~}:~)·, .. 
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& Entertainment 
·. Zen, Not No,w 
Ro~ert Plant 
Now and Zen a few steps back. Musically th~ 
Es Paranza/ Atlantic record _i~ .much less .complex 
than much of his 'past work. 
By Arthur Lizie There is less tension among the 
When Led Zeppelin, A.KA. various components, especially 
the U2 of the '70s, parted ways between the gu~tar and key-
. earlier this decade, the band boards, making for much easier ;-4 
member with the most obvious · listening. Also, the rhythms are 
shot at solo stardom was guit- much more simplistic. Sure, the 
arist Jimmy Page.,,Not only had time signature can still change 
the charter member of the a couple of times within a song · 
Allister Crowley Fan Club en- · ("Tall Cool One"), but gone are 
joyed a bountiful pre-Zep career _ the jerky rhythmical quagmires 
with The Yardbirds (plus The of songs such as "Hip To Hod' 
Kinks and The Who,_depending "Kallalou Kallalou." · 
upon whose .story you choose Lyrically, Plant is at last 
to listen to), but he also con- ·willing to confront his past. In 
stituted the major creative force · his previous work he has been 
· within Zep, writing and pro- unwilling/unable to confront Th. UNH Th D . · d Ch "l'd h h A ·t 
ducing the h.:ulk of_ the ~aterial. __ -his overwhelmin fame (if ou . e. _ . . eate.r· epartment presents Mother :Courage ~n Her .' ren t ~oug ~r• 1 
· - - · · · g y - -30 at 8 p.m. m th~ Jo!mson Theater of the Paul Creative Arts Center. For tickets andmformatton, 
call the UNH Ticket Office at 862-2290. . .i 
~other Courage A· Challenge 
Rohen: Plant strikes a mean pose promoting his la_test album 
Now and Zen 
Mother Courage and . Her 
Children 
Johnson Theater 
Friday, April 22 
By Patrik Jonsson 
It is gloomy,",its stage tones · 
range from heavy gray .to dark, 
dusky red. A deep oce1n blue 
appears, too. For the audience, 
Mother Courage and Her Child-
ren is an exercise in thought, 
temperance and patience. For 
the ·cast, it is a,t1 exercise in 
character exploration, making 
hard _ to understand characters 
understandable·. For the direc-
tor, it is an exercise in working 
with amateurs ( though s~illed 
amateurs) in a complex produc-
tion, and with limited (I sup-_ 
pose) funds. In short, Mother 
Courage is a challenge for 
everyone. 
. The first thing I want to 
mention, something very pos-
itive, is . the. atmosphere' of the 
play that began with the colors 
and lighting of the set and ended 
with the tones and timbres in 
the ·voices of the actors and the 
actresses. It is · as if the Thirty 
Years War hangs right outside . 
the stage perimeter; as if the 
Has any prognostication ever don't count "Slow Dancer," a · heaviness of war pushes against 
been further from the truth? virtual "Kashmir" re-_write); the walls, the props, even the 
I think not. Now and Zen takes history by audience, like a low-pressure 
· While Page. has squandered the tail ( a shark's tail if you will) sys tern pushes on your brain. 
his glowing talents with one of and makes good use of it. Plant The despair is felt. The disdain. 
the most annoying and sluggish has finally realized that his The sorrow. And this, though 
bands of a 11- time, the Zeppelin past doesn't have to it weighs a bit heavy on the 
somewhat-less-than-radioactive . be an albatross; it can be an psyche after a while, is a major 
Firm, Robert Plant has become asset. Thankfully, the-past isn't achievement. And there are 
the ex-Zep member to watch. taken iQ dour reverence, but · some downfalls: 
.Through the course of five •with a dose of humor (always The play is the story of 
diverse and entertaining albtim$- the one to encourage more Mother Courage, her two sons, 
and two solo tours, ol' Bob has laughter, "Stairway To Heaven" her mute daughter, and their 
proven one of the most innov- was often introduced "Does entourage, a heavy old wagon 
ative and creative of a large pack . anyone remember laughter?"): • filled with saleables. They fol-
of dinosaurs. He has forged new· What can be more tongue in · lowed the troops (not minding 
paths, taken chances, and cheek than the bombastic Zep the least which army's flag they 
proved unwilling: to· rest on his samplings during "Tall Cool flew) around Europe "serving 
laurels, a practice some of his One?" To sum up the basic the best brandy there is," and 
contempories have been more philosophy of the record: "If doing . various i,usiness deals 
than happy to do, the best cases you can't laugh at yourself, how with soldiers. They were, as one 
in point being Mssrs. Jagger, can you laugh at David Cover- •officer observes "the hyenas of 
McCartney, and, of course~ Page. dale and Styx?" the battle field." The play is 
Plant's latest album, sure to Make what you will of Zep mainly about morality (but it 
be his biggest seller, 1s Now and · reunions or karma and such, but deals with many other themes), 
Zen. Afore zen than now, the the ·record's two standout tracks · the morality of Mother Courage. 
record doesn't pick up where feature Page on guitar. "Heaven As the name implies, she is 
1985's Shaken 'N' Stirred lefr courage, but the courage lives 
_ ·off, but move~_ ahea~ by taking PLANT, page 20) only on the outside; she drives 
a hard bargain. -Her wagon 
always stands just a bullet's 
flight from the fighting. But 
even as her courage spits on a 
soldier's boot, her shattered 
morality, though she r-ries hard 
to do the right thing, pushes her 
children away from her and 
leaves her lonely as the play 
. closes. At the end, she alone is 
pulling the creaky old cart along 
some dusty road, toward a home 
· that isn't, toward a despair .that 
is. · · · 
The first scene, as her eldest 
son Eilif is' coaxed to join the 
army, shows Mother Courage, 
, ·instead of talking her son out 
of it, holding a belt buckle up 
. to a soldier~ bargaining the best 
price out of him. 
Swiss Cheese, her youngest 
son, dies by execution as she 
tries to bargain down the price 
for his freedom. Kanrin, her 
mute daughter, perishes from 
a musket's bullet as she beats 
a drum on a roof-top, trying to 
warn her mother (who is in 
town trading) of the approach-
ing army. 
Through the play, this wagon, 
these things, become somehow 
·more important to·Courage than 
her children. Why? Perhaps, to 
her, those children, who must 
have ·been born just near the 
start.of the war, and ·who died 
before it was over, were symbols 
of the war. Perhaps. But it does 
·se_em likely, since,at the end, 
when the war is over and she 
is alone, she is as unhappy as 
she's ever been, and since the· 
war was her livelihood, we now 
see her children were, too. They 
were a part of the war, and_ they 
went away with it. And that is 
the great tragedy in this play. 
The difficulty for Carrie Clas-
son Smith, as Mother Courage 
1
is to try to build compassion in 
the audience for this woman. 
After~ all, she see ins wildly 
immoral as she choose.s mate-
. rials over her owri flesh and 
blood; how can you feel for that? 
Smith's accent slips to the floor 
on occasion and she "is not quick 
to pick it up; her efforts are 
sometimes too much effort and 
not enough naturalness, but she 
succeeds in the role. In. the end, 
the difficult compassion in us 
surfaces. We do feel sorry for 
the old woma~. 
The two exceptional .ac-
tresses, however, are Jennifer 
Gilkie as Kattrin, and Michelle 
Rene Brochu as Yvette Potier, · 
the French whore that. accom-- · 
panies them as the armies carry 
the fighting down into Central 
Europe. These two characters 
also have an interplay that 
makes the middle- parts, where . 
1 one· is forced to sneak a look at 
one's wrist watch, bearable. 
Gulkie made me feel the 
despair the mute girl Kattrin . 
is trapped with. She loves all 
things, most of all her brothers 
and mother, and she has more 
love to give than anyone. But 
she can't. Gilkie, with muted 
grunts, shudders in this despair. 
And the play derives much of 
its energy from it. When she 
tries fo hide the scars over her 
eye, that she got from a brutal 
beating by a soldier, and when 
she tries on Ms. Poitier' s fancy·· 
hat and red leather shoes, we 
can see her dreaming of giving 
fove. I get the feeling if Kattrin 
could only speak~ the dus,t would 
blow off the props on the stage, 
. the scenery would glow in a 
bright morning light, and the 
cannon-booms of war would 
cease forever. She was the real 
heroofthe play . . 
Brochu's Yvette Poitier was 
the character who polished 
· much of the grime off the 
surface to expose the gleam , 
underneath. Her straight-
forward rudeness and tender 
song bdghtened a play that by 
this poiot needed much bright-
eµing. The girl can sing, and 
when she did (and I wished 
Kattrin could have done this) 
her soul, a surprisingly beautiful 
soul, came out. But just as she 
ended the song, she slipped bade 
into the obnoxious whore Poit- · 
ier again. Good stuff. 
. Yes, Bertolt Brecht writes 
heavy things. And yes, this is 
a difficult play to sit through. 
And do not think since Brecht, 
is infamous and Tony Kushner, 
the eminent director from New 
York, directed it you have to like 
it. Even Brecht himself said, 
" ... the desire to make works of 
long duration is not · always to 
be welcomed.,. But, no, it is not 
a bad play, and if you bring along 
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Mamigonian Waxes Roth 
By Marc A. Mamigonian 
Nobody loves a good joke · 
more than than I do. The fact 
that I write for The New Hamp-
Halen (ie, pre-1984 Van Halen) . unheeded, resulting in a couple 
there was some good stuff goin' more dismal Van Halen albums . 
down in Rothsville: I mean, and eventually, THE BREA-
"Ain't Talking Botit Love," "The · KUP. 
. shire ought to be proof enough 
· of that. But a good joke is only 
a good joke as long as it is funny. 
Diamond David Lee Roth, the 
blonde beast of rock and roll ( or 
''.rock • n' roll" as we nutty critics 
like to call it), is a: good .jolce 
:whose time has long since 
Cradle Will Rock," "Mean H was shocking but true; 
Streets," and some others are Diamond David Lee Roth, the 
not to be sneezed at, unless you blom;le beast of rock and roll ( am 
have some strange nasal afflic- • l getting repititrous yet?) was . 
tiori. But the second I heard the · going to seek 'his own fortune '~· 
opening synth bleats of 'Jump" and Sammy "Mr. Excitement" 
_ I knew that the.~VH boys had · Hagar would.replace him fa Van 
run t heir course. "Bow out . Halen. Now, I knew t hat this · 
gra·cefully, b,9ys," I cautioned. .could 'bode wellfor no ·on¢, le~st 
"You can. always. com~ back of all us, the listening public, 
wl}en you're old and play Ve- And I. was right; Van Halen 
gas." But my warnings .w,ent become a lifeless and thoroughly 
,, passed. We're talking rip roar-
ing self-parody here, folks. ·~ 
Now, I am not denying that 
in the halcyon days of Van 
plodding entity weigh~d down 
-by entropy, and Diamond Dave, 
the blonde beast of rock and roll, 
. with his ego and libido set free, 
enrolled in a course called ''.How 
t9 become a boring, 40-year old 
self-parody in tight pants." He 
passed the course. with flying 
colors. 
So, how many more times can 
Diamond Dave, the blonde ~ast 
of rock and roll, milk the 'Jump" 
m_otif ("Stand up, the more you 
. do it th~ less }'ou fall down")? 
How ma:y feeble videos will he 
make i-n which he panders to 
horny male viewers by prom-
. inently featuring females with, 
shall we say, certafo. prominent 
- features? How many roads must 
a man walk down before you call 
him a man (ok, there's my one 
Dylan reference)? And~_perhaps 
most importantly, why are you 
reading an article ·on a goofball 
like Diamond David Lee Roth, 
. the blonde beastof rock and roll, . 
when you could be out doing 
D · d something constructive like 
. · av1 Lee Roth, the .blonde beast of rock and roll, is ,rarely campaigning for Lyndon La-
as zany as Bugs Bunny, shown here with shades, jams, a leather rouche or listening to' Styx 
jacket, and a skateboard. albums? · 
g**************************************',t.***8 
0 - 0 
0 0 
0 . _,_ -'ATTENTION! 0 8 8 
0
§: lo BIOCHEM,, PREVET, PREMED, AND 
, OTHER INTERESTEP MAJORS: 
I You ask~d for it, you've got it-· - · 8 
0 PHYSICS 401 this summer! I · 
5 weeks, May 23 .thru June 24 
MWTR 10:00 am to 12:00 pm, DeMeritt 303 
Lab, TR l:001pm to 3:00 pm? DeMeritt 100 
and, if there iJ sufficient . demand, 
PHYSICS 402 will follow: · 
5· weeks, July 5 thru August _5 ; 
_ MTWR 10:00 am to i2:00 pm, DeMerttt 303 
Lab, TR 1 :00 pm to 3 :00 pm, DeMeritt 100 
Don't .. miss this chance to fulfill a major 
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Sign up to~ay! ! ! I 
~:...***"'~ *"**********"'**"**tt****·**H****** • •· , ~ , • ·'-. .f -.:. "':, .~ ' r ·_ - -~ \ . , :":_._ .--.... ) • ,_ 
The wo17k of Conley Har;is will~ ex~ibited in the University 
Art Qalleries from May 7 through June 24. . · 
---PLANT-----
. . (cqn~inued .from page ·19) 
Knows," featuri~g a subdued simple but belutiful, some .pret-
. Page, on first lis_ten seems ~ike· ty guita.i;- over some Howard 
a cheap stab at dance. duo Jones/Phil Collins type drum 
success, but · eventually the patterns. "White, Clean and 
sweeping, harmonious chorus · Neat" also finds Plant encoun-
takes effect, making the song t~ring his past, playing visions • 
sweeter than ice cream in_ the : of Johnny Ray and Debbiye _ 
summertime; it's sinfully catchy Reynolds (that's "Miss Debbie" · 
in spite of some trite lyrics. "Tall. to you) against the American 
Cool One," from Page's blazing blues tradition. · 
solo - to 'the dr.ummer Chtis The only downer is ·· w·hy," 
Blackwell's inctssant beat_, frorn obnoxious not only for its tiring, 
the spok~n word chorus/bridge repetitive keyboards, but also 
to the Zep sampling, is the for the··~searing" guitar~ straight 
definition of hip. "Tall Cool from the latest Chevy commer-
One" indeed. · · cial. · 
The record's other highlights While some have.hailed Now 
include the rockabilly rave-up and Zen as Robert Plant's 
"Billy's Revenge," the BIG , '\:qmeback" album., those who 
ballad "Ship of Fools," and the have bee·n paying any sort of 
retro-visoned "White, Clean and attention know it's just the latest 
Neat." "Billy's Revenge," des- enjoyable slice of ingenuity from .~ 
tined for .radio overexposure, · the guy whose shirts didn't have , 
benefits from Phil Joh_nstone's buttons· in the 70s. Catch Bob •' 
(thenewRoobieBluntinPlant's live at Grea·t Woods May 20 
life) slippery keyboa·rds and along with the guitar whizz with 
some creative vocal interplay a major dental problem, Stevie 
between Bob and his often- Ray Vaughan. Just pray he 
present chorus. "Ship of Fools," doesn't play "Thru _With The _ 
. h · . f "B. L · " . · n:- · S · " 1 ' 10 t .e ve1n O ,, 1g. og,'---"'· IS' are,,i\r,wd tep. '.'. - !,• .• . '· ,> .. ;,_ 
. . 
·mk~mi'-'f!tt ID>u~ ifm 
N.H: Sp¢cia1 Olvltl.pics - . 
Live. EnfertainmenC -_ 
LABONZA o{Chelm-s[ord, Mass. 
~lks Hall, Rte. 108, Dover, N.H. 
· April 30, 1988 8 PM to Midnight 
YOU MUST BE 21 OR OLDER TO 
PURCHASE .A TICKET 





Call Bruce at 868-6108 for ticket inf.a. 
·---·· .. --- . 
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, All SCHOOLS ARE NOTrREATED EQUAL 
. . ··::,;·:; :· . 
A major difference between public schools in New HamP$~1reboils and $22,100 nearby. 
down to the amount of funding communities contribute to eaucation. An experienced teacher with a master's degree can earn a maximum 
Teachers' salaries are one of many components affected bythe fL1nd- of $21,840 in one district and $36,083 elsewhere. Reaching that top 
ing system, which almost entirely relies on local resources. .... . .• sala~.1~¥~t• however, can take anywhere from 6 to 27 years., depending 
,;i Some school districts believe ," that quali~-. pay attra9ts quaUt}' on 'f:{:~fif 1$;(~ry schegyl~ ? .district offers .  
teachers, resulting in qual.ity educatiqn. Other 0"ijtritf§, hQV!(jier~ don't Tl~,ratrdfal Edu9'fI,g;~§.sociation - New Hampshire, an qffiliate of 
, believe that top teachers are wo.nt;fl?tp~pay. 
7 
. ❖ < r • >'>❖ < _ ........ • ·the r;\p\!99'9:' large~t teae~;;rs· union and professional association, 
In the 1988-89 school year,·a ~~Wte~cher ~ith •.~•·• bgic?~1PC$ g~~reEf < >Y be1Jy¥~§ go9d J~~cher~ t:1r~YJorth good pay. _ 
, can earn $15,000 in one distrid1~~ct$20,400 tn ano1n,.~l:eoo:1rnypt,ty:.>} -iij~.~19\Y'fliEftJ,Ornifq~\~ehighest and lowest salaries being paid 
. A new teacher with a master·-~~egr~ijcan e?u1i1s 1i®\}j one g1itr:iqJ .•. \ :fg,~ ffle 191~h89 t~Qf\OC>I. yeari:~acord i ng to contracts settled by Apri I 1. 
.tplebr~ok ..... $1.5,705 
.Hinsdale .. ,-... $15,800 
Unity .... . ..... $15,950 
Lyndeborough.'. $16,200 
Barrington : : .· .. $17,328 
Winchester . . .. $17,350 
Fall Mount~in .. $17,400. 
I· ,: •. 
,t,":ft''·,_ 
ti'i!/~Jiow are the 10 highest and lowest max-, 
~mum $~!ape~ teachers can earn according to steps 
'•ohsqcl~TY)?yh~ules, which are determined by years of 
.} MA ; e'-.$ila ·. ·· ~,xp~ri,f1r~ \ afid education levels. These maximurrJ,,. 
'l i : ~kst ... :::::!1:; ,~1•, 1 00 .. ·· · r : ::i!ft~i~Jhf ?f~~~~e:: t~:~he~~;:t~m~:st::~n de~~i:;; 
t1lhQ er .··•• .... Ci $22057 : .:;~~Jqr-i~~wittj~dditional education, such as an MA+1 B¥ 
·•. . .· .. · V · >f : .. . . · .j / · .. · .. . ···•.· ·••· /Or aqqptO(ijte; The faster teachers. reach the top of the;·-
Salem ·••· · · · · · -·; · $2-1,,998': . : s'a1ary.sche.dule and earn .maximum pay, the h.igher 
Hudson .. :.;" · ;;; $,~_l,300 . lheif t6fal career earnings will be. 1 • 
\~1firJtli;,. Co:~::~!; .. ~::~:~;40 c:::;~;:1~!:::.::3 
IA.H ..... ·.•.; ..•:. .•.·.•.·.·.•.  .•. ·.•··
1
·.·.ti.•.' .. ·.:.. •~ .. •·~ .·.·.•.··•.·,···t·.·.'. .• .. ~ .'.•.:.,·:· .. ·.:•·t.·.•.•.· i.!: .:.•·:· .. ·.'..· .. · :; ... ; ... • ...·.-.: ;.:.:.: ... ·.·•.: ... ••.·•.~.·.'..·.·.,.$2.···•.·> ·~· .. ·.·.·•··.: .: .• ·· .. § .:~.;\.:.·••.:.•.•.·.·.\ • .;.iI•Q!R~~;t~~~~12 .. · .1~~:~gg ~~~::·~7f~
1 
~ .· .. :$~U?~ •MHJPHJl? ...... $24,620 Hudson/13 . . . 34,620 Bye •. :.: .. ; .•. -~-$20)00 •... < We$tmoteland/13 $24.700 Pelham/12 .... $34,522 
Unity/13 . . . . ... $24.750 AmhersV16_ : .. $34,435 
Winche,ster/20 .. $25,050 Lebanon/15 . . . $34,411 
.Brookline/16 ... $25,500 Bedford/13 . . . $34,236 
Chesterfield/14. $25,600- Salem/13 . .... $33,896 
Winnisquam/12 . $25,663 le,jan6ver/14 ... $33,889 
This data was compiled by N EA-NH Research. For more infor-
mation, contact . nea ® 
New Hampshire 
103 N. State St.-, Concord, NH .03301. (603) 224-7751 .. 
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-MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM -
SHOE 
KUDZU 
MAURIC.E ! GUIC.k ! 
I\JASA.L'5 DO\NG5R:>i5 
'FOR -n-1E "Wl-HiE 
MA.N'S D\SE.ASE. 




DN', JUMP ... 
LDN'T HIGH 
liHOUi 
Calvin Qnd Hobbes 
O\D 10\l £VER 'NO~Ot.R \~ ™£ 
?E.R~N It\ 1\\E P\lDP\..E \S 
R£t..l , ~NU '{O\J'RE J\lST t,.. 
RHt£C110~ Of HIM? 
. .. , 
t . 
by Mike Peters 
; c AIJl) IJ6\16R 60 
TOA Cl,A5S 
R6U~HOAJ, . 
by Jeff ~acNel/y 
By Doug Marlette . 
... :! COLlLDN' T DRESS 
·wrfH ~L..A\Q A.ND 
S1Yl:-E. .' ... 
by Bill Watterson 
etJoY nns 'N"llt. 'ro\J 
~! I'll'BEA 
HOL~\NG. SUR\.'f · 
ltxM-IGER~fO~-e 
'bJ KNO~ \,!I 
The New Hampshire: 
blood, 
sweat and tears -





Crisis P regnancy Center 
FR E.E & CONFIDENTIAL 
cpregnancy testing 'b-t~· 
-counseling & informat= ,$ e (; 
' ' -practical support 
HOTLINE 749-4441 
<)() \X' a,h in~1u11 :-- 1 re1·1 
Suirt: '>O<, B. Do\'t'f' ., N H 
GREAT 
JOBS 
Saunders at Rye Harbor is 
now interviewing and . will 










* * * Winners of the Art ~ed 









Tax~s not ;n,:/uded. 






ALSO: Work - Study Abroad, 
Language Courses. Int ·1 Student ID 
Youth Host•I PassH.EURAIL Pus•~ 
;ssued on the spot 1 
Call for the FREE CIEE Student ' 
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·only 25 more days ti/ Graduation! 
- . :~T.HURSI)AY: APRiL'28th . ~ , 
-~ FREE aclmiss-ion to this 8pm 'performance ONLY of Mot-her. Courage 
'" at the Johµson· Theatre to ·a1L~eniors . Show yo~r '88 stic~er· at the box 
,affice or the-MU~ ticket off ice.for one FRJ;:E seat. . 
. . 
Ti~kets g~ ~n s~l~ TODAY f~r the SENIOR SEMI-~~RMAL a~d,the CJ.;~SS~ 







. -ONLY. A list of those who HAVE pledged is at the .-MUB ticke'igffke. Ti~kets' ._ 
:.::;for the remainder of seniors wil-i go on sale starting at 10am OfliiFriday, Apir"il >,: 
1 . .-29. If you wish to make a pledgt bring your purple pledge card and your $10 -
:~ ,:.check to the box at the MUB -inf4, or send/bring it to the Ah1m:~.i Center as soon 
·· · as possib_le. · 
- , - _  -sArb{niY, -MAY7th * sENIORSEMI~FoRMAL* _ -
7'i:, . 8:30-~n in the Granite State RoorJ · of the MU:B. Dancing to RUMPLES-
. APRIL' 25tif- .APRIL 29th 
IS · SECRETARY'S WEEK 
.•. TILTSK'r'N, a cash bar, ahd hors d' oeuvres. All this for only $6 per 
person . . ('.fhat-'s almost cheaper than a movie.) Only SENIORS who 
/ -
· ap:;"2 i· will be' admitted, Only one ticket pe1";senior ID ·;;ith a.n '88 stick.er . . 
. •'· . . To. show ~ur appreciati9n 
"~ - . 
· TUESDAY, .MAY 10th 
' * CLASS OF '88 CELEBRA UON CRUISE 
. 
-~ Tickets will sell out quick\y for thi/ one!' The cost is only $13 per person 
and .this indµdes y·ou-r bus ride ~0-and FROM the boat, di'{lCiflg, the 
Crui_se, and hor _d' oe~vC:irs_, etc:. Proper dress required (no jeans.) Only 
one ticket per·ie_nio'~ lb.with an .. '88 stic•ker. All who attend must be 
2_1. Tickets ~~ll be sold on a first ·come first serve basis. · · 
~ . the University Boo·kstOre 
is offering a 2-0% discoun,t* 
to all secretaries 
\ · on April 27th.· 
·., 
.,,r : · ~ ,,,-,REMEMBER;_ tickets will be sold ONLY to those! who have made their pledge 
until Friday, wh~n they will be sold to all seniors on a first come first serve 
, ba:_sis. Ge! y_o_,m-as s.oon as pos~jble. · 
· Comi~g .up_... . . .,. . . _ 
· Tuesday, May-3 · Dini{Day for seniors at Glory Daie. More _info nex_: wepk. 
Senior tee shirts will be on sale at the Universal Fiesta on Friday, April 29th. 
* excluding texthoo~s, · foo~ and · 
cigarett~s 
-,;ii I 
VECTOR . . 
'MARKETING· CORPORATION 
SUMMER POSITIONS 
Marketing - Advertising · 0 Sales Promotion - ~ublic Relations 
_$10.25 To Start 
· -·· • · Pay increase with experience .. 
· • Management / advancement opportunities with national firm 
· • ·· Internships and scholarships a'!ail9ble -
• Resume experience · 
Approximately 1,000 positions available in New England 
.. lnt~rview now, begin after exams · 
Contact nearest off~ce to your hometown for interview and orientation _ appointment. 
Portsmouth,.NH (603) 964-8997. ·. 
· Nashua, NH (603) 891-1545 
·Greater Rhode Island · 
·(401) 946-0150 
Boston Suburbs ( 617) 449-4362 
Worcester, MA (617) 852-1680 




If you want more performance, more features ~d 
more quality, you won't find better values than · 
Kemvood's ne,w Spectrum systems & components. 
;~~f~~~et'.?t)i~;JJM~~lii~f:;iffe:t~!>!~~l'.~) 
s\ 
Spectrum 37: A 100-watt-per-channel 
system loaded with features ... only $699. 
• 100-Watt-Per-Channel Amplifier with built-in 7-band 
graphic equalizer (prof~ssional style tone control) and LED 
power meters. Includes dual video sound inputs for use in 
audio-video systems. 
I 
• Digital AM/FM Tuner uses quartz synthesizer for "dead-on" 
tuning. 20-station push-button memory system. 
• Double Cassette Deck with Dolby NR, high-speed tape 6opying 
and relay-play for up to two hours of continuous music. 
• Semi-Automatic Turntable with-lightweight tonearm. 
• Component Cabinet with teak woodgrain · 
=~~:~t:.~.~~~: .............. .. ................. $ 699 
Optional Matching CD Player. All of the music with none of the 
hiss! Can be programmed to play up to 20 cuts in any order. 
Precise 3-beam laser pickup. , · $ 199 
KENWOOD 
Spectrum 67: 125-watt-per-channel system 
with tower speakers ... $949 
• 125 w/ch. Power Amplifier with built-in 7-band graphic 
equalizer, dual video sound inputs. 
• Digital AM/FM Tuner - with 20-station push-button memory. 
• Double Cassette Deck with Dolby NA ,high-speed tape 
copying and relay-play for up to two hours of 
continuous music. 
• 3-Way Floor Starfding Speakers with teak woodgrain finish. 
• Fully Automatic Turntable with lightweight tonearm. 
• Component Cabinet with teak woodgrain finish, rounded top 
& bottom corners, wood top. 
•Full-System FJemote Control. Controls every -
component in the system -will $ 94 9 
also controrKenwood TV monitors ...... , ............ . 
Optional Matching CD Changer. Uses a 6-disc magazine for 
versatile access to some seven hours of music. Program up 
to 32 cuts to play in any order ........................................ , .............. $ 299 
Spectrum 87: Surround-sound super, 
system with g-disc CD changer ... $1699 
• 150 w/ch Power Amplifier with dual-range LED power meters. 
• Digital AM/FM Tuner. - actually displays station call letters. 
• Double Auto-Reverse Cassette Deck with Dolby B&C NA 
lets you make high-speed tape copies or play up to four 
hours of continuous music. 
• CD Changer uses a 6-disc magazine for versatile access to 
some seven hours of music. Program up to 32 cuts to play 
in any order. 
• Linear-Tracking Turntable. Tracks record in a straight line 
for reduced distortion. 
• 4-Way Tower Speakers. Full, rich sound. 
'• Dolby Surround Sound Processor for stunning three- · 
dimensional sound - just like the best movie theaters use! 
• Surround Sound Rear Speakers. Very small for easy placement. 
• Component Cabinet with teak woodgrain finish. 
• Full-System Remote Control. Controls every 
comQOnent in the system -will $· 1699 
also control Kenwood TV monitors.............. · . , 
Save Up To 38% On These Specially Priced Kenw~.od Components -------,... 
.. ~:,- ',--~ 
• &>.'8 ,¥~~ 
~ - -- -
Double Cassette Deck With l;>olby B&C. High 
speed tape copying. Relay play for up to two 
hours of continuous music. Controllable by · 
certain Kenwood system remotes. 
(KX66} Reg. $295 ..................................... _. ............ $189 
' , 
. ' . 
" . - ,--; '"' 1 "\'a_~ . 
~ - Wft f-v-- > 
Double Auto-Reverse Cassette Deck with 
continuous relay-play for non-stop music. High-
. speed copying. Dolby B&C NA. Direct program 
search system. Controllable by certain Kenwood 
system remotes. (KX96) Reg. $380 ............ ~ ... $259 
Linear-Tracking Direct-Drive Turr;itable. 
Tonearm tracks record in straight line for reduced 
distortion. High performance servo-controlled motor, 
full automatic operation by certain Kenwood 
system remotes. (KD66) Reg .. $189 ............... $129 
Random Access Linear-Tracking Turntable. 
Automatically selects disc size and speed. Lets 
you select cuts with push of a button. Controll-
able by certain Kenwood system 
remotes. (KD76) Reg. $240 ....................... : ....... $149 
NASHUA 
520 Amherst St. 
880~7300 Ken
wood CD Player 
. l' Super-Spec1a . 
, . CD Player. Lets you 
. Our best value ever ,~ ~ any order. Precise 
program up to ?O c_u s in . 9 
-SO.NASHUA 
Pheasant Lane Mall 
888-7900 
3-beam laser pickup. $15 
(DP460) Reg. $199 ······························ · . . 
KENWOOD 
NEWINGTON 
Fox Run Mall 
431-9700 
MANCHESTER 
Mall of New Hampshire 
627-4600 
BOW/Ch. Computerized Receh,e,. I 
System ,eri,ote automauca11; swttches 
between music source with push of a button. 
Tuner displays actual station call letters. 7-band 
equallzer, 3 video inputs, 5 audio inputs. 
(KRV86) Reg. $460 .................................. ............ $329 
100 W/Ch su.,ound ~und ~ ....... ,. I 
Stadium surround sound simulation includes 
''-" \ " ' :;:~: ~ ,~ -
- -
---... ~ ..... ,-. ,--~ 
>)>,""),)c. ~ - '" 
~"; >_ ,-."- " §§; ~ . -:, '" --- - -
'-v - -. _, 
~ -------~~" 
. rear-channel amplifier. Remote automatically 
switches music sources. 7-band equalizer, station 
cali letter display, multiple inputs. 
, (KRV106) Reg. $575 ............................................ $399 
Pr~grammable remote 
can control all your 
components! 
Remote is actually a small 
computer that can be 
programmed to duplicate 
the functions of any 
infra-red remote control. 
So one device controls 
TV, VCR, cable box 








oet ~~t ~~ =oons;~ foct=raph,cal •~ra 
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Jumpin' Jake · 
MEf\"1"'1tillf ,0\)ll.. fRlEND · ·ANO Wt\S FO~cD 'fO 
FVZ7.."1, ow A 1R\? \10/lv\t l·HTlHHl V\c .. . · 










- G>U'f . 
~Mf\L ....... . 
!1! 
· . by . "Jjlob Durli11 g 
. ' 
' 't\'D~O'i_._t  l_ \T ll.-EN Of: EAKH-\ ! -~ \iOP lN ! 1'LL GD ANYt.JHt:Re~. -
E~tcl)T NEJ\/[.;~· •. A)-IH 00\-}H- · 
U~l,\-nq; - -. r ' ' I 
(d}~~ . l 
~ ~ - \ . 
I 
rr=:.::c::: l . r . 
' 
\ 1f , r>() ,n-1--=-'---'--_.,U--,._ ......-... i1Jft/ ■,n, - , 
~~ ' ,; -....,~~f'/") V' ~ 
l, 111!!!11 · . .- ~ -
by Michael F. Dowe 
•• ':t 
'• • •.' >,. ' l.: • 
. 'PlmElv!'"ION~ 
womt:-rv !,' AA:w WA 
(.Jf-i;· ~ I WC\De-Jt !.' ---------~;;;.,a_~.;.._ __ ......,-=.,. 
HACKS HA.LL 
HEY STUDENT/ I'----• 
HEAil YOUR, .SPECIES . IS 




MY FR,IEND JACOB 
SAYS THE ADM!NISTRATi0N-. 
.ftACE WILL £XTEflMINAT[ 
ALL OF YOU RATHER 
THAN BUILDING NEW 
TEMPO~ARY HABITATS . 
l)Y ,JOHN HIRTLE! --------..-----SO IF YOU 'RE SMM([, 
YOU SHOULD . S TAil T 
L_OOXJW FOF( A NEW , 
TEMPOflAllY HAB-JTAT 
BEFORE . ITS T:OD . LATE- .. 
(KN O IN; THAT:S TH£ MOST _ -
INTELLf &ENT THING- I'v'E 
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Universi Comics 
_SU _PERGUY 
UJE I IJ TE"RUPT TIUS PROoRAM 
TO /JfllJf:. YOO A S.PeC/At.. 
A1JJJ001JceMOJT. soPcR<.oy 
HAS uusr /3€€/J ORAF'"TEIJ . . 
HE '( YO . . ,u RN , ________ __. 
THA1 CRAP ,DOWN .. ... WHf:R~ THE 1-\EC:K 
~5 RUBY-- -1 BETTER 
... YES DRAFTED, nv r He 
ATlAIJTA FALCOIJ<;. SUPER-
Goy WAS T/(E FlllSTScU:a 
OVERALL /~·THIS "t€AR'S 
AJFl tJRAFr. _ ___, 
. . ' 






11-\E tJoN - ,E c.H 
ING-
MoRRovJ ! I HIM . . . . ~m . t, ----"'--' . 
-- ~ IY -~- · · d.. ::r: 






FEATURING A COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE CABARET ~ 
' -d ~' i\J.. ~-----------
-A A.V µ 1.., l? 1 ~~D HIS ARCH-NEMISIS 
v 1~ L iGEORGESCHRUB 
ANTI-FOLKSINGER PROM THE 
. . , 
COMMITTEE TO INTERVENE 
"Lippman shines. H is guitar work A- N. y·. \N H E RE · . "Hilarious ... a utiique f lair... 
··- is exc~llenc, his political wit unsurpa·ssed.~ aggressive style." 
The Entertainer,Cincinnati The Mirrer, Ft. Collins, Colorado 
"The Dean feels that more arm than 
good would come from your visit here." 
Rejection letter, New York 
_ "The Free World Includes Any Country We Can Buy" 
"His style is a cross between Tom Lehrer 
and the _Clash, his policies a blend · 
of Helen Caldicott and Che G_uevre." 













. . _., 
· the MUB . PUB' 
, ~• ! r ·,. -tt .~· .i:,.:-· ,~:-"'F~' .. ;, ,. . ..,:,~ 
.. All tick~tS .. $.f 06 
at' the MUB . 
ticket offiCe 
' . ' . 
. _, Bene/ its P.S.N. 
Free R-efreshfftents 
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US·E THIS PAGE OR A_ PHOTOCOPY AS YOUR ORDER FORM. MARK AN "X" IN BOX NEXT TO YOUR SELECTIONS. 
SI NEAD O'CONNOR ENSIGN BFV 41612 /CHRYSALIS THE LION AND THE COBRA 
LOVE & ROCKE1;S BIG TIM[ 60581-B/RCA (8. 98) EARTH - SUN - MOON 
DEF LEPPARD MERCURY 830 675 I /f!Ol YGRAM · HYSTERIA 
PINK FLOYD COLUMBIA DC 40599 A MOMENTARY LAPSE OF REASON 
SOUNDTRACK RCA 6408-1.Jl (9.98) OtRTY DANCING 
STING A&M SP 6402 ( I 0. 98) . .. N.OTHING LIKE THE SUN 
JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP THE LONESOME JUBILEE 
MERCURY 832 465· 1 /POL YGRAM 
U2 ISLAND 9058 I/ ATLANTIC (9. 98) -- THE JOSHUA TREE 
. INXS All ANTIC 81796 (9 98) . KICK 
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN · COLUMBIA OC 40999 TUNNEL OF LOVE 
DAVID LEE ROTH WARNER BROS. 25671 (9 98) SKYSCRAPER 
MICHAEL JACKSON EPIC 40600,(P.A ' BAD 
GEORGE MICHAEL COLUMBIA OC 40867 FAITH 
FLEETWOOD MAC WARNER BROS. 254 71 (9. 98) TANGO IN THE NIGHT 
R.E.M. I.R.S. 42059/MCA (8.98) DOCUMENT 
FOREIGNER ATLANT IC 81808 (9.98) INSIDE INFORMATION 
EUROPE EPIC BFE 40241 /[.P.A. THE FINAL COUNTDOWN 
. KENNYG.. ARISTA AL 8-8427 (8.98; - OUOTONES 
_,.. · USA USA & CULT JAM COLUMBIA FC 404 77 SPANISH FLY 
AEROSMITH GEFFEN GHS 24162 (8.98) PERMANENT VACATION 
ANITA BAKER ELEKTRA 60444 (8.98) RJ\PTURE 
GREAT WHITE CAPlroi'. ST 12565 (8.98) 
_ .. 
ONCE BITTEN 
SOUNDTRACK A&M SP 3913 (9 98) GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM 
SOUNDTRACK DEF JAM SC 44042 COLUMBIA (CD) LESS THAN- ZERO 
ELTON JOHN LIVE IN AUSTRALIA WITH THE MELBOURNE SYMPHONY ORCH. 
I MCA 2-8022 (IO 98> 
THE CARS ELEKTRA 60747 (9 98) DOORTODOOR 
BELINDA CARLISLE ,IIICA 42080.(8.98) HEAVEN ON EARTH 
RICHAR~ MARX [Ml-MANHATTAN ST 53049 (8.98) RICHARD MARX· 
BON JOVI MERCURY. 83026'-1 /POL \'GRAM SLIPPERY WHEN WET 
. EXPOSE ARISTA Al 844r (8c98) EXPOSURE 
' 
TH.E JETS MCA 42085 (8 98) MAGIC 
DOKKEN ELEKTRA 60735 (9 98) BACK FOR THE ATTACK 
METALLICA ELEKTRA 60766 (8.98) - KILL Pv1 ALL 
-
MEGADETH CAPITOL CL-48148 (9 98) SO FAR. SO GOOD ... SO WHAT! 
-
BODEANS SLASH 25629/REPRISE (8.98) OUTSIDE LOOKING IN 
. P£T $HOP BOYS [Ml-MANHATTAN 46972 (8.98) ACTUAUY 
BILLY IDOL CHRYSALIS Oi 41620 VITAL IDOL 
BUSTER POINDEXTER RCA 66331-R (8 98) · ,BUSTER POINDEXTER 
RICK ASTLEY RCA 68;?2· 1 ·R (8 98) . WHENEVER YOU NEED SOMEBODY 
DAVID BOWIE EMI--MANHATTAN rJl 7267 (9.g8) - NEVER LET ME DOWN 
SPYRO GYRA MCA 42046 (8.98) STORIES WITHOUT WORDS 
ORIGINAL LONDON CAST POL YDOR 831 2 7 3 I POL YGRAM PHANTOM OF THE OPERA 
CttER GHHN 24164 (8. 98) CHER 
PRINCE PAISl.£Y .PARK 255 77 /WARNER BAQS. (15. 98) SIGN 'O' THE TIMES 
THE COMMUNARDS MCA 42106 t8 98> - RED 
l.L.COOLJ DEF JAM FC 40 793, COLUMBIA BIGGER AND DEFFER 
38 SPECIAL~ 39 ro <9.98> BEST OF 38 SPECIAL-•FLASHBACK• 
.. 
L.A. GUNS VlRl'IGO 834 144-1 .' POLYGRAM LA.GUNS 
GUNS & ROSESG[FIENGHS 24148(8 98) APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION 
ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN . SIRE 25597 /WARNER BROS. (8. 98) 
RICK SPRINGFIELD RCA 6620-1 R (8 98) ROCK OF LIFE . 
TIFFANY MCA ~7<B !8 '-lfi) TIFFANY 
. DEBBIE GIBSON ATLANTIC 81780(8.98) OUT OF THE BLY£ 
SISTERS Of MERCY ELEKTRA 60762 (8 98) FLbODLANDS 
-
THE SCREAMING BLUE MESSIAHS ELEKTRA 60755 (898) BIKINI RED 
10,000 MANIACS fUKTRA 60738 (8.98) 
I 
· INMY TRIBE 
THE ALARM I.R.S. 42061 /MCA (8.98) EYE OF THE HURRICANE . 
ICEHOUSE CHRYSALIS ov 41592 MAN OF COLOURS 
PAUL CARRACK CHRYSALIS BFV 41578 . ONE GOOD REASON 
FLESH FOR LULU CAPITOL CLT 482 I 7 (8 98) LONG LIVE THE NEW FLESH 
SQUEEZE A&MSP5161 (8.98) . f}ABYLON AND ON 
. . 
DEPECHE MOOE SIRE 25614/WARNER BROS. (8 98) MUSIC FOR THE MASSES 
BRYAN FERRY REPRISE 25598 (8.98) BETE NOIRE 
THE RADIATORS EPIC BFE 408B8/EPA LAW OF THE FISH. 
llfE CULT BEGGAR'S BANQU£T /SIRE 25555/WARNER BROS. (8. 98) ELECTRIC 
EURYTHMICS RCA 6794-1-R (998) SAVAGE 
NEW ORDER QWEST 25621 iWARNER BROS. ( 12 98) ·SUBSTANCE 
JERRY HARRISON & <:ASUAL GODS SIR[ 25663/WARNER BROS. (8.98) CASUAL GODS 
THE SMITHS SIRE 25649/WARNER BROS. (8.98) - STRANGEWAYS, HERE WE COME 
GENE LOVES JEZEBEL GHFEN GHS 24171 (8.98) . THE HOUSE OF DOLLS 
THE CU~ ELEKTRA 60737 (13.98) KISS ME, KISS ME, KISS ME 
PUBLIC IMAGE LTD VIRGIN 90642 (8 98) HAPPY? 
CURIOSITY KIUED THE CAT MERCURY 832 025 1/ POLYGRAM KEEP YOUR DISTANCE 
GEORGE HARRISON DARK HORSE 25643 WARNER BRO$ (9 98) CLOUD NINE 
STEVE WINWOOO lSl.ANO 25448/WARNER BROS. (8. 98> 8ACK' IN THE HIGHLIFE 
PAUL SIMON WARNER BROS. 25447 (9.9!3) GRACELAND 
.. PET~R GABRIEL GEFFEN GHS 24088 (8.98) " so 
THE DOORS ELEKTRA 60345 (12.98) BEST OF THE DOORS 
THE SILENCERS RCA-6442-1-R <8 98> A LETTER FROM ST. PAUL 
JANET JACKSON A&M SP-3905 (9.98) CONTROL 
TERENCE TRENT D'ARBY INTRODUCING HARDUNE ACCORDING TO TERENCE TRENT D' ARBY COLUMBIA BFC 40964 
MADONN'A SIRE 25535/WARNER BROS, (9.98) YOU CAN DANCE 
SAL T-N-PEPA NEXT PLATEAU PL 1007 (8 98) HOT. COOL AND VICIOUS 
JODY WATLEY . MCA 5898 (8.98) JODY WATLEY 
WARREN ZEVON VIRGIN 90603/ATLANTIC (8.98) SENTIMENTAL HYGIENE 
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We Are Not A Club ! . ·~~ . I 
WE ONLY SELL CASSETTE~ ACCEPT I 
PERSONAL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS 
POSTAGE & HANDLING: ALL ORDERS MUST INCLUDE · 
, THREE ?OLLARS & FIFTY CENTS (3.50]. NO MATTER HOW .. I 
, LARGE OR SMALL THE ·ORDER. - ALL ORDERS SHIPPED . 
FIRST CLASS .MAIL t TAPE-S ARE 100% GUARANTEED -1 
NAME _________ -:--..-~----,--
ADDRESS~-----------,--------
CITV _____ STATE _____ ZIP ___ _ 
·I 
I 
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: S3.99 x _I __ ,= I 
Students Publishing 





POSTAGE & $3.50 I 
.1. □ Yell Plet1e send ml you 1987 catalog with over 71IOII tHln. I llave endosed $1.INI extra for postage. EJ_gzt}E_D f - · - , '· .I_·. ~------------~--- , 
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CLASSIFIED 
( HOUSING" ) 
Fall rental duplex unit available Aug 28th. 
FL.illy furnished, carpeted, bay window. 3 
year old unit, clean and in very good 
condition. Country setting about 3.5 miles 
from campus. No pets, non-smokers. 
$750/mo plus utilities, security d~osit . 
and lease. 
Fall rental two bedroom/2 pers-on apt 
available Aug 2'8th. Fully furnished and 
carpeted. Bay window, 5 yr old apt- dean 
and excellent condition. Country setting 
about 2.5 miles from campus. No pets, non-
smokers, $500/mo plus utilities. Security 
deposit and lease 
Summer rental 2 bedroom/2 person apt. 
available· May 23rd. 3 yr old apt, clean and 
excellent condition. Fully furnished, car-
peted, bay window. Country setting about 
3.5 miles from campus, excellent for grads 
or faculty. $645/mo plus utilities. Security 
deposit and lease. 
Quiet female writer, commencing graduate 
study in September, seeks· apart-
ment/cottage/room in a peaceful; country 
setting. If you can help, please call collect 
1-207-371-2500 
2 spaces available in our spacious farm-
house, summer and fall, male or female 
nonsmoker. 5 private bedrooms, living 
room, dining room, huge kitchen, 2 full 
bathrooms for $200/month. Please contact 
mellow, funloving farmmates at 749-9796. 
Ask for Betsy, Karen, Sheila. 
Female, nonsmoker wanted to ·share a room 
at Strafford House for fall semester. 
·$950/sem. Call Beth in 116 at 862-4147 
ROOM NEEDED- for female transfer 
student in Durham for· this summer and·. 
next year. Please contact Kevin at 868- · 
3706 
Two bedroom apartment. Bow Lake, Straf-
ford. -20 minutes to Durham, $625 plus 
utilities. Faculty, staff, or grads preferred. 
Collect (207) 7670-5530 
Dover, 2 bedrooms in 3/ 4 bedroom duplex. 
Carpeted, yard, available 5/1. rent $650/3 
or 700/4. Call Jen 749-9385 
· ROOM N·EEDED- for female transfer 
student in Durham for this summer and 
next year. Please contact Kevin at 868-
3706. 
_Responsible woman wanted to share sunny 
2 bedroom apt in Newmarket. Non-smoker, . 
one cat o.k. Friendly person that will be 
around evenings and to share occasional 
meals during the week, in exchange $125 
rent plus half utilities. Call Rick, Martha 
(433-5587) or Deb (659-2643) 
4 females needed to sublet Madbury Rd. 
apartment for the summer. ,4 bedrooms, 
EXCELLENT LOCATION!!! Available May 
31. For more information call Liz or Lisa 
at 868-7506. 
2 female non-smokers needed for tall 
semester, to share room in NEW condo · 
with view in -Dover 6mi from campus, $300 
per mo. - Call Jenn 868-9780. · 
1984 Toyota Hi-Lux pick-up truck with 1987 
CAP; very g,ood condition. 4s:_speed. $3950 
or best offer. 868-5122. · · 
1979 Datsun 510 Wagon; am/fm, hitch, 
new exhaust system, new inspection, very 
clean, reliable, excellent buy, $895. 868-
7177 
FIAT 128 wagon, 1974. Runs great, no rust 
(from A2) Only 78K miles, great mileage, 
dependable, must see to appreciate. Must 
sell $450 or b.o. Call 207-439-6464 after 
5 ' "t ' 
32 meal plan fc:ir sale, price negotiable. 
Call 9 am or 9 pm or later. 868-3366 
Ford 1979 LTD, 302-V8, 2 door, with A.C. 
125,000 miles. $500 or 8.0. Call Scott 862- . 
114::4 
[ HELP WANTED ) 
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY - fine, residential 
camp for girls in VT. seeking women 
couselors/instructors, mid-June 1hru. mid-
August Gymnastics, tennis, sailing, riding, 
. canoeing, waterfront, drama, ceramics, 
arts and crafts, field sports, tripping 
instructors. Non smokr=irs, good character, 
and love of children. Call or write Lochearn 
Camp, Box 500 Post Mills, VT 05058. 802-
333-4211 , 
Help Wanted Immediately: Program Man-
. ager to run refrigerator rental program at 
(name of school) practical business ex-
' perience with a national company. Please 
contact Steve Fischer at 301./699-9264. 
· Call Collect! 
Greater Boston afea day camps need 
· Waterfront Directors. Late June through 
· August 19. No nights or weekends required. 
For more information or an applieation, 
call Janet Wadden, 617-482-1078 
Greater Boston area day camps need 
waterfront, sailing, canoeing and general 
co.unselors. Late June through August 19 . . 
No. nights or weekends required. For more 
information or an application, call Janet· 
Wadden,617-482-1078 
Conscientious, well-organized and cus-
-tomer oriented .person is sought to join our 
high volt.une photocopy shop. This is a full-
time position that offers challenging re-
sponsibilities and growth opportunities. 
If you enjoy helping people, we can help 
you by offering a competitive wage, 
bonuses, paid vacations, arid a place on 
our winning team. Please apply in person 
at: Kinko's Copies, 51 Main Street, Durham 
(an equal opportunity employer) 
KINKO'S -the nationally renowned leader 
in the academic copy field is now offering 
a sales position to outgoing, energetic 
achievers. Territory is limited to UNH.and 
does n9t require a car or extensive travel.~ 
Knowledge of campus a must. If you enjoy 
helping people, we can offer you a chal-
lenging position with an attractive com-
mission scale. We are GAE.AT COPIES, 
GREAT PEOPLE. For immediate consid-
eration, ,please send your resume to: 
Kinko's Copies, 51 Main Street, Durham, 
Summer Sublet in' Durham - 4 or 5 people, NH 03824' (an equal opportunity employer) 
. spacious 2~Ievel iott ap~~men!, 1/2 ~ile" , ,Office Wor,ke~s Needed: Four college Work 
trom campus. For more information call Study positions available at the Social 
Hampton Beach three bedroom house-
fully furnished for 1988-89 semester 
periods. Reasonable rent $425 call at (~17) 
851-0747. 
Sherin, Jen or Barb~ua at 868-9711. Security 'Offlce in Portsmouth, NH. Pays 
Summer rental 2;bedr.oom/2. person apt. · $6.00 per hour. Summer positions als0 
Available May 23. 5 yr old apt. Clean and available. Call 433-0716. 
excellent condition. Fully furnished, car-
peted, bay window, country setting ab~ut 
2.5 miles from camlus. No pets, non-
smokers, $435/mo plus utilities. S~curity 
deposit and lease 
(~_F_O_R S_A_LE___,) 
1982 GL Subaru Wagon, 5 speed, 83,000 
miles, silver, good condition, asking $1500. 
Call 868-2141 
Incredible Jeep CJ7 for sale. Oversize tires, 
low mileage, $1800 430-9268 
Woman's Peugeot bike. In gre~t coridition. 
',$50. Call Audrey 868-5406 
For Sale _,1980 Kawasaki 750 cc Motor-· 
cycle. Very good condition. Call 335-2454. 
After 6 p.m. 
For summmer. Helper for handicapped 
person. $6/hr. Duties: personal care- Yuck! 
Van driving, beaching, funning-Yeah! Great 
Boss .. Call Dan at 692-4764 
CAMP COUNSELORS- Eight week day 
camp for special needs youth plus two days 
orientation. Must have experience and/or 
sincere interest in working with handi-
capped yo1.mgsters·: For more infor,mation, 
contact, by May 5, 1988: Camp Holiday, 
Barbara Rule, Camp Director. P.O. Box 
224, Keene, NH 03431 (603) 352-5556 
SUMMER JOBS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 
-:- EARN $2500-$3500. PIRG's .hiri;ng 
· summer staff in 60 cities including Boston, 
DC/ Berkeley, Cape Cod, Philadelphia, -
Seattle, Miami, Chicago, Boulder, Colurri- · 
bus. Career opportunities also available. 
Call Kate tqlli.free 1-800-622-2202 
Bank on getting a tan, ei'rn $5-$8 hr. as 
a College Pro Painter call 1-800-346-4649 
Earn 6-$800()° this summer a·s the produc-
tion manager for College Pro Painters 
Portsmouth outlet, must be highly moti-
vate.d, -~ave painting experience and 
access to a van or truck is a plus, can also 
lead to franchise management opportunity. 
Call 1-800-346-4649. # 
( LOST & f9UND) 
FOUND: Gold, heart-shaped locket, found 
in B-lot. Contact Lisa in 225. 862-4206 
Found in Pettee Brook Parking Lot- small 
pregnant calico kitty approx. 1 yr. o!d. She's 
mostly white with spots of color and has 
very delicate features. Please call Linda 
at 862-1020 if she's yours or it you're 
interested in having her, or possibly a 
kitten? 
If you are.a sexually active gaY..Or bisexual 
male, you inay be at risk for AIDS. For free, · 
anonymous and non-judgemental AIDS 
antibody counseling and/ or testing call 
the office of Health Education and Pro-
motion, Health Services Center, U
1
NH . .862-
~ have had multiple sexual pctrtners 
since 1978, you might be at r. isK for AIDS. 
For free, anonymous and non-Judgemental 
antibody testing and/ or counseling call 
the office of Health Education and Pro-
motion, He.alth Services Ce!)ter. UNH 862-
3823 
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE 
AVAILABLE AT THE t'.JNH. BddKSTORE!! 
DO NOTFORGET SECRETARY'S DAY 
APRIL 27th!! 
Christine- You're the g~eatest-T.ha9ks _for 
being my best frie_nd · 
I love you- Hans 
CONGRATULATIONS to the r:iew brothers . 
of Theta Chi: D.T., Scott, Mike and Jeff! 
Love your sisters. 
Highlander: Z,Z,Z,Z,Z,Z,Z,Z,Z,Z,; Zoro., 
warches and waits. I am everywhere yet 
nowhere. Invisible, yet solid as Gibraltar. 
And I know what you've done! Signed: Zoro. 
Z,Z,Z.Z.Z,Z,Z,Z,.... . ' . ' 
Be a part of history ... Join the first annual 
PRIDE Day activities thfs Wednesday, T-
- Hall at 12:15; campus clean-up ~ 2:30 -
3 pm. Prizes, cake and dedication of Ben's 
monument at 3:30 beside Morrill Hall. -·· 
Warm, caring, adventurous pr.ofessional . 
couple would like to adopt a newborn 9hild. 
Droo- Hang on!! You only have 34 more 
days until you see the hubbie! 
If you, or someone you kno,w is looking for 
a loving home tor your baby, call Gregd 
and Judy (603)463-5575 or our lawyer 
Davis Bamford (6Q3) 868-2414 if you prefer. 
FOUND- Grey cat with white feet and chest. 
Double pawed. Leather collar with studs. 
. If yours call Kim at862-4282 or Ted at862- - JOG ... JOG ... JOGATHON ... FOH· BIG 
4288 BROTHER, BIG SISTER ASSOC. 
. To the Eta Betas ;- Kappa Deltas, and my 
··:other best buddies--thanx for putting up 
with nie through my illness--I know I've 
been quite trying at fimes. Thanks for all 
your support--you guys are the best! Chaz , 
Kemper - I guess we lost the birthday 
candle somewhere between here and 
(..___P_ER_so_N_A_Ls____,) 
CONGRATS pledges, I mean SIST AS of 
AX-0, Amy (S.P.), Kath, Christina, Mary, 
Denise, Linda; Havi, Spiers, McCarthy, 
Wheez- GET PSYCHED.-you•r~ THE BEST-
.· I LOVE YOU ALL! - Brett 
CHECK OUT THE GREAT ENTERTAIN-
MENT, FOOD AND FUN AT THE INTER-
NATIONAL FIESTA THIS FRIDAY! 
HAVE SOME FINESSE AND COME FIEST 
WITH THE "FOREIGNERS" AT SMITH 
HALL FRIDAY, APRIL 29TH. 
RUMORS HAS IT THERE'S A FIESTA AT 
SMITH HALL THIS FRIDAY...COME AND 
FIND OUT! , 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY LDM!!!!!!! I. hope you 
have a great day. ii ·Iove ya! ' You are 
EXXXXXCELLENT!!!!!! Lizza . 
Happy 21st JAMIE EMANUEL How are· we 
going to get arrested now .that we are 
· legal??? Love, Laura 
WELL, I gu'ess lhat ~akes up for TTtheB's~ 
eh? "This place sucks - ·Aqua 'Net (what 
do you use?) -black nail pplish is really 
.cool - I recognize you from somewhere 
- I believe in 2 things - computer graphics! 
- they're with us ... they're all with us - you 
could pee here but we'd all watch - SEE..__ 
YOU NEXT WEEKEND!!!" See, ,Faith really 
does pay off! 
Smith Hall International Fiesta- Friday, April 
29th from -11 am to 5cm. Be there! 
Mongo, No tatoos 
The 27t~ ·is Bryan Alexander's 21st Birth-
day. When the hand goes up-- watch out 
for your mouth! 
MAY 14th behind the field house. Call 868, 
3613 for more ir,ifo. _T_em-'-p_le_. -----------'-------" 
1::ven it you haven't signed up to help, join To Blue Eyes from Kappa Sigma - I've' 
us for the PRIDE Day clean-up. Bring YO\Jr · stared at you often in Stillings - Maybe you'. 
spirit and show you care about UNH. T- · .ca,ught my sultry glances But I'm much 
Hall at 12:15, Wednesdav - tomorrovy! too shy to make any advances. Thursday 
. is the night, if the night is right, maybe .I'll 
R.J.- Somebody's been thinking abbutyow! ' · get to meet you tonite. A Kappa Delta· 
Keep smiling! Love.? admirer. --------------
Alcoholism has been call.ad the m·pst ( 
serious drug problem: due to the cost to .... . · ,. .. SE~VI.CES 
society, physical damage to the body's . 
organs, and the large number of fatalities 
) 
and victims resulting from accidents or 
withdrawal symptoms. Call 862-3823, TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profes·c 
Health Services for more info: · • i si0nal quality. Spelling accuracy include<:i. 
I SAVE your_selftime ~ p,onE;Y ~y,c~·lling 
"Drink pr;,ovokes the desire, ,but H takes , NOW. pover, 74~-~b.37: . . ~ 
away the .performance." 0 Shakespearf* i · 
Alcohol lowers inhibitions t.o respond to i ~NTREPENEURS - Start your own bus-
sexual stimulation, but reduces physical. ·· Ir:iess. today! ~ega.rdless of your age, 
I abilities .and can lead to irresponsible expenence,orfmanc1al status, lnte,r.national 
i deci,sio'fi<1:,<m~king: Call Health Services 862~- Netw@rk Marketing Systems has the proven , 
I 3823 for more info. · · system for your financial success. Call 
The leading cause of (:leath for 18-24 year 
olds is drunk driving. We are the only age 
group with an increasing rate of death. Don'.t 
let your.self or yoµr friends become part 
of the statistics. Call Health Services 862-
, 3823 for rriore int'o. •· · I 
, -----------~-- ' 
i TNH STAFF- There are stil.l a couple 
·. sweatshirfs left! Have you paid your 
(~07) 439,-7043. Or send a resume t6 P.O. 
Box 144, Porsmouth, NH 03801 . 
Ad.~pti on: Loving.\ c 'o.u,p le, physi ·-
, cian / psychologfat, wfs§es· to adopt new- ; 
bo~~; Welcom1ng"wa~m family. Expenses 
paid. Legal; confidentfal. Call Ellie collect 
212-724:7942. . 
TYPl,~G/WORD PROCESSING, profes-
sion! quality. $palling accuracy included. balance yet? 
. ~AVE yourself t,im~ & ll}On_ey by, calling 
Many indivi<:luals believe alcohol prqblems ' NOW. Dover, 742-2037 ~. _: 
a're a "man's illness." But-at:1thorities'. i 
support ·the fact that women are less likely 
to seek help and are better able to mask' 
. the symptor:ns of problem drinking. Call, 
Health Services for more info. 862-3823. 
No one..re1:1lly likes a real man. No one. 
·Awards how~ver are· not necessary. 
Thanks for giving Ale;· th~ football. I was 
open. Thanks a lot. 
SONGWR'ITERS- Five-week Ly;if Work-
shop with ·professiqnal lyric.ist. Berklee 
faculty. Evenings. Pat Pattison 926-5006 . 
I realize it's getting "REAL LATE" in the . 
. year so before it gets "REAL REAL LA TE" 
you better give in a little. Sometimes .1 don't 
show it but you mean a lot to me, Thanks. 
- THE FAR SIDE 
··········••!••·············· 
By GARY LARSON 
·• • • • • ·• • ·• .. 
• • • • • • • 
~ 
SOMETHING BUGGING YOU? 
.:e 
·• .. 
, , . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . : WRITE : 
: A ·L·ETTER .: 
: TO THE : 
• • : EDITOR : 
• • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
"Say, Will - why don't you pull thQt 
thing out and play us a· ton·e?"· 
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' UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAM.PS HIRE 
· THEATER& D\J\JCE .- _~- · ,_ 
MOTHER,COURAGE 
Evening Performances: 
April 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30 
at 8:00 P.M. 
Morning Performance: 
April_27 atl0:30 A.M. 
-Johnson Theater 
-Paul Creative Arts Center 
Durham 
General: $6.00 
UNH sfudep.f;s/ employees, 
"!~ and seniors: $5.00 
AND HER CHILDREN 
"A CHRONICLE OF THE THIRTY YEARS WAR" 
. ♦ 
by Bertolt Brecht 
directed ~y Tony Kushner 
· .• 
New England Center Restaurant 
Dinner Theater Package · 
ReservatiOI\$ '862-2290 
-·H.ealth Se-rvice Center 






• valuable· experience for future. 
• earn academic credit 
• increase communication skills 
• expand y"c>tir knowledge and awareness -
on Health issues. 
Become a part of your University! · 
The Office of Health Education and Promotion 
is announcing Fall Training for Peer educators. 
• • • . . -
• • • • • • • • •-• • • • • • • • • • 
.-
• • • • • • • .. 
• • • • •--· •• • • • • • 
Help other students in areas of physical and en:iotional : 
health including: · 
• sexuality 
• substance abuse 
-• stress manageme-nt 
We have a unique opportu- -
nity for someone very 'Special. 
A chance to spend two · 
years in another country. To live 
· and work in ~other culture. To 
learn a new language and acquire 
n~w skills. · · 
The person we're looking 
for might be a farmer, a for-
ester, or a retired nurse. Or . · 
maybe a teacher, a mechanic, 
_ or a recent college graduate. 
·, · We need someone to join . 
over 5,000 people already 
working in 60 developing coun-
tries around the world. To help 
people live better lives. 
· We need someone special. 
'And ~e ask a lot. But only be- · 
cause so much_ is needed. If this . 
_' ' -·s°'linds inter,~st4tgJ~YoU:~ ·_•a,, _: .- . ' •• 
. • .--. . niay,be you're t}Je per_son,~ve1re, -, -, < .. _ 
· ;_ ,looking for. A Peace Coq,s, - ·_ - ~- : ~:" -
volunteer. Find out.·'•· . , ',H:-. . ~ . 
.. , • i ~ 
/.,and the faith ·of a· 






...,._Jl. < .,..,. ~~ .!, .. .,._. ~ ..; •. a-: ....... i , -£. .... ' • • • • 
- - :. 4 ·j . ' ' 
' ' ' 
(. 
The toughest job you'll ever love. 
lnforqiation Session 
_ May 4, 12:30 pm · 
Senate Roc>m 
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Women's lax drops two ENJOY ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY'S 
MADRID CAMPUS 
COMPLETE CURRICULUM 
IN ENGLISH, SPANISH 
Liberal Arts, Business, 
Science, Hispanic Studies By John Kelley Against Temple, UNH 
After last weekend's tough showed no fear as they quickly 
battles against Temple and · jumped out to a 4-1 lead at 
Penn State, the women's la- halftime. The score was tied 5-
crosse team should be satisfied-- 5 late in the second half when 
that they· played the best they Temple scored the game 
have aU season, but, at the same · winner. . 
time, they should 6e disappoint- "We took it right to them," 
ed because they could, or pos- Geromini said. "We told them · 
sibly should, have won both to shoot when they got the 
those games and established chance because Temple~s only 
themselves as national contend- weakness . is their goalie." 
ers. . ~ "But Temple is very poised 
The 'Cats extended their and they changed their defense 
losing streak . to five games by which gave us fewer opportun-
losing 9-5 on Saturday to second itie~ in. the:second half," she said. 
or fourth ranked Penn State The reason for the 'Cats much 
(deP-~nding on whom you talk _ improv~d :play was du~ to the 
to) and on Sunday lost a heart- swarming defense and to the 
breaking 6-5 decision to the best fine play of Emily Brown. 
team in the land, Temple. The 'Cats decided to bring 
"We had them in both back all ten players on the 
games," assistant coach Karen defensive end to create more 
Geromini said. '~But we now turnovers and force bad shots 
know· how well we can play and on their opponents. · 
that is a plus." "That .(bringing more players 
Despite· the outcome, these back on defense) cut down on 
were the two best games the our transition game but it forced 
'Cats ha-ye played all season. more turnovers because we had 
They were defeating Penn State so much pressure on the ball," 
3-1 in the early going and Geromini said 
trailing 6-5 in the second half· " The attackers, mainly due to 
before surrend¢ring the finaL the 'Cats excellent conditioning; 
three goals to account for the responded magnificently to the 
four goal'spread. defensive end, which.gave the 
'Cats ~ore. possession time and 
eased Cathy Narsiff's job (.669 
save percentage). 
"The attackers deserve a pat on 
the back for being able to come 
back and play defense because 
they are not used to it and we 
had only two days to practic,e 
it," Geromini said. 
But much 'of the 'Cats success 
on defense was due to the 
spectacular play of Brown. In 
both :games she was forced to 
faceguard All-American attack 
players (Tammy Worley-
Nittany Lions, Gail Cumm'ings-
Owls), and she shut them down. 
CummiQgs, .who is regarded 
as the best attack player jn the 
-country, did not get a shot on ' 
net. Worley was held to a 
scoreless game. 
The Wildcats are 0-5-1 in 
their last six contests. They ~ave 
not won since April 7, when 
they defeated Dartmouth·7-3 
at Memorial Field. 
If the· 'Cats want to make the 
JULY SESSION INCLUDES: 
GRADUATE PROGRAM IN 
HISl'ANIC STUDIES 
* SLU is an AA/EOE ,. 




- 221 N GRAND BLVD 
ST.- LOUIS,'M063103 -
OR 
C/ DE LA VINA,3 - . 
MADRID 28003 
,- . .In -rhe classroom with more than 700 Sp~nish students. · · 
Deadlines? No problem. Fr.<:>m term & wee 
to resumes and theses! We will type, proofrea 
your documents--efficiently, on time and at a 
ECAC playoffs, they must win • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
their remaining three games ••• / / /) <---,I> 
(Brown, Harvard, and Ver- ~ I 
mont). After two Lost Wee- · : ' ~~1 'I · C\ \ 1 \ 
kends on the road, the '.Cats , \ , , - 1 < 
return home on Wednesday 
against Brown at 3 p.m. 
' CREW (continued from page 32) 
Jeff Philbrick (4),John MacKay 
(3 ), Pete Frothingham (2), Rich 
Houston ( bow), and coxswain 
Tracy Farrar, made a quick . 
getaway on the start, never to 
be caught; while being chased 
fervishly the entire 'way · by 
desperate Temple: 
"Temple cranked it up [ the 
. cadence] to a 38 and made up 
about three quarters of a legnth 
on us to pull it even with 750 
meters~to go, but we ,just kept 
powering at a 36 the entire way 
to beat them by two seats despite 
the fact that Temple over-· 
stroked us at 42-44 in the last 
500," said an elated head coach 
Chris Allsopp,- who will be 
preparing his crew for Harvard 
this weekend. 
"It was a great win," stated 
senior Chris Germain, who was 
moved from stroke to six seat 
for the race. 
in front and holding them off 
during their sprints, our ·boat 
set up a~~ took off right from 
the start. 
Does he think· this will effect 
Temple in-any way? "Definitely, 
they don't like to lose and they' re 
going to get faster, but. by the 
same token I think we'll be a 
lot faster, so I'm looking forward 
to the race come May;" Germain 
said. · 
Allsopp is. cautious not only · 
o_f fe.q1ple when the Dad Vails 
arriye in May, put believes 
Fl?rtda Institute of Technology 
might be the team to beat. "They 
beat Temple by eight' seconds 
in t,he beginning of A_(>ril, and 
· We U see for ourselvl!s Just how 
good they are." 
hunt," said Allsopp. · 
The freshman didn't have a 
bad outing, but lost by three 
quarters of a legnth after mak-
ing an incredible comeback at 
the thousand meter where they 
were down by a legnth to pull 
even at the fifteen hundred; only • 
to be outsprinted in the last five 
hundred. 
"We rowed three of the four · 
five hundred meter pieces fine, 
but the last <;me hurt us," said 
freshman coach Lawrence 
Smith. ''We are improving every 
day." . • 
With the Temple win for the • 




·on T-HALL . 
-· LiWN -
April 28tli 
b~gins.at . .• · · . 
_ 12:30pm . 





. · . sored by 
*S-pon 
- . • Lack of Classes 
·•Parking! 
•Housing 
• Greek-University Relations 
Communication 
Association 
• Legal Jurisdiction 
• And Any Others Welcome! 
For Further .Information Contact the . 
Cammun · 
• • • • • • • • • 
·-
• • • 
"All around it was an excel-
lent race, with our ~ettirig out 
The second varsity was beaten 
by three quarters of a legnth and 
was never in the race from the 
start. "They didn't get out 
aggresively and were out of the 
varsity, who knows what to • 
expect come championship day 
(Dad Vails). This may be the 
year the pre-season favorite is 
knocked off. Can, UNH follow 
Duke's lead (they beat favored 
Temple's hoop team is this years 
NCCA's) by beating-their om-
nipotent crew ream? ~ e'll see .... 
' . . ..................... ~ ....... ~ ............... . 
An education for those who can't look the other way. 
If you gain satisfaction 
from reaching out and 
helping others, Northeast-
ern University has a special 
place for you. At Boston-
Bouve College of Human 
Development Professions 
you can learn to assist 
others realize their full 
potential. 
M<;>st of our programs are 
offered on a part-time and 
full-time basis and combine 
classroom theory with 
practical, hands-on 
experience. 
Call (617) 437-2708 or write 
to us at 106 Dockser Hall, 
Northeastern University, 
Boston, MA 02115. 
Master of Education 
Programs 
• Counseling 
• Consulting Teacher of 
Reading · 
• Curriculum and 
Instruction 
• Educational Research 
• Human Development 
• Rehabilitation 
Administration 
• Special Education 
Master of Science 
Programs 
•·Counseling Psychology · 
• Exercise Sciences 
Athletic 'lraining 
Biomechanics 
. Clinical Exercise Physiology 
• Physical Education 
• Recreation; Sport & 
Fitness Management 
• Rehabilitation Counseling 
• Speech-Language · 






• Elementary & Secondary 
School Teacher Preparation · -~ 
• Special Education 
NQrtheastem_ · · 
-Univers~ty 
An equal opportunity/affirmative 
action university. • 
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#23 Chris Arrix evades a Yale defender in the 'Cats 10-9 loss 
on Saturday. (Ronit Larone ph:oto) 
SPORT SHORTS 
The women's· track team saw some fine individual efforts 
this past weekend at the Tri~State Classic and the Boston College 
Relays. · 
- Senior captain Sandy Richter won her third straight B.C. 
Relay javelin title wi.th ·a: toss of 145'11'~: She, holds the Relay 
record at 150'8" which she set in 1985. 
Taking a first place in the Tri-State meet was junior captain 
Karen Wenmark who worn the hammer throw with a toss l. 
of 144'8'\ She also finished second.in.that event at B.C. · 
Richter will compete at the prestigious Penn ~elays on 
Thursday along with freshman Carol Weston. Both will compete 
_in the javelin and discus. · . . · 
Four Wildcats have already qualified for the New England 
and ECAC Championships, and after Sunday's meet with 
· Fitchburg State, more UNH runners should have qualifying 
times. 
The men's track team followed -the same format as they 
had a poor team effort but turned in some strong individual 
efforts. 
The team competed at the University of Vermont last weekend 
against Vermont and Dartmouth. The Big Green scored 102 
points for the top spot, while UVM was second with 54 and 
UNH was third with 34 points. 
· Junior Darrel Covell won the 400m for the Wildcats with 
a time of 49.7. Jµnior Joe Almasian continued his solid season 
with a second place clocking in the 200 at 23.5, and a .third 
place finish in the 100 at 11. 7, just .2 behind the two leaders 
(11.5). 
Sophmore Dan Beaulay had a second place finish in the 
5000.at 15:42.8. David Weisser took second in the discus throw 
at 144'6 1/ 2", and a second in the shot at 51'0". 
The men will co~pete in the Penn Relays this weekend. 
UNH's Jim Luce~ makes an put on a diving BU player. (Ronit 
Larone photo) · 
· By Ward D. Fraser ized, Coach 'tecf Garber called through the first nine minutes 
' The men's lacrosse team · a time out to regroup at 12:31 of the fourth quarter, until a 
played their best game of the of the seconq quarter. The tactic; Yale defenseman took the ball 
season on Saturday, but still seemed to work as UNH settled all the way to the net. No UNH 
- came up empty as they dropped down offensively'and began to player slid to pickJip the fast 
their second home game to Yale move the ball well, looking for break and the defenseman sent 
10-9. The 'Cats finally played · . the 'good·-shot. They got what a shot past Benes. Although this , 
up to their capability as they they wanted one minute later put the 'Cats down by four goals 
took the second ranked team in when Bruce Medd scored his with five mnutes to play, you 
New England ro. the wire. Un- second goal of the game ·after got .a sense that this game was 
like previous games this season, beating a··defenseinan -with a far from over.- · 
the 'Cats played solid in both nice move. The 'Cats con- UNH scored 30 seconds later 
halves. tinued to hustle and got a big when -Bruce.Medd netted his 
Ya'le jumped out to a quick break as' a ·vale'·pl-ayer ' .was·· third gal .of fhe ga.me, with 
2-0 lead· sc_oririg just fifteen · whistled _for_ a three-mihute · Kevin Growmey assisting on the 
seconds apart ''at2':07 'and 2:22 _ unreleasable p~hahyfo_r ·s'las'h- goal. The ,Cats -, scored again at 
ofthe' fi.rst :quaiter'.-The 'Cat§ ing at 14::43 ' of:the secon-a: 12:41; o-ne. second after Yale 
got on · the -iscoreboard one quarter. · UNH was · given ·pos- released their man from the box 
minute later -when sophomore session of the ball, arid used .it (the Eli was whistled for a push 
Bruce Medd took a pass from welr as Brian Quirk used the old from behind). 
middie Jack Mongovan-and beat "foot wedge" to score with just ·. The man-up uqit worked the 
Yale goalie Swartenburg. UNH two seconds remaining in the· ball well until Mark .Botnick 
scored the next two goals of the half. The Cats took the momen- 1 found sophomore Bill Sullivan 
quarter, both on transition tum into the locker room down in front who quick-sticked the 
plays. Defenseman· Prescott · by~one goal 6-5. pas~ into the net. The 'Cats, as 
Nash took~ clearing pass all The 'Cats looked as if they well as the crowd, were fired 
the way up · the field before were going to hold up in· the · up_ and you could feef the mo-
feed-.i:ng freshman . attackman sec::ond half, as they have in rrientum shi-fting. On the fol-
Mark Bofnick who netted the several pervious:games. Yale lowing-face-off, Frank Fiore 
goal ~t 656. Midfielder Frank began to dominate both emo- gathered the ground ball and 
.Fiore continued to play well as tionally and physically: Killing . outran everyone to the net. 
he stripped the ball away from off the remainder of the three Drawing two de.fensemen, Fiore 
a Yale player, gathered the minute penalty and then scoring passed to Kevin Growney who 
ground ball, and took it to the at 3:57 of the quarter, it seemed sent a smoker past Swanenburg 
·cage, scoring New Hampshire's like it was going to be another _ at 12:55; Co~ell Stadium erupt-
third goal (Fiore's third of the one half game for the 'Cats. Yale ed. UNH had scored three 
season) at 7: 5 5 of the first took a three goal l,ead (8-5) at consecutive goals in a three 
" period. UNH continued to dom- 6:03 of the third after killing minute span to draw within one. 
- inate the pace of the game and offanotherpenalty.NewHamp- Jack Mungovan was called for 
nearly got ·another goal when shire's man-up, ineffective most_ a slashing penalty at 13:17 and 
attackman Kevin Growney (re- of the year, went 1-5 in Satur- it looked as though Yale would 
cently switched from midfield) day's match-up. The 'Cats finally run out the clock on offense until 
fired a shot pa.st Swanenburg- got on the board in the secon~ Jack Seb~s_tia_n str~P.ped ~n Eli. 
but it hit the ·crossbar and half when freshman midfielder withanover-the-headcheckand 
bounced wid~. Yale scored the~ Geoff Hebert took a i<ev'in -. ~ade the outlet pass to Brian , 
last two goals of the first quarter Growney pass and sent a shot Quirk. Quirk took. the ball over 
to take a 4-3 lead into the second past the Eli netmindet. The the midline and New Hamp- . 
period . . 1 . · 'Cats" continued to play unor- · shire called time out with just 
The Eli's- again scored early . ganized iri the defensive end · 27 seconds remaining on the 
in the quarter at 2 :06. Yale giving up many ground balls and clock. Kevin Growney- took the 
scored their fourth straight goal letting Yale control the tempo. ball an_d passed to Quirk who 
at 7: 14 of the second quarter as Yale scored the last goal of the was _at the top o'f the box. Quirk · 
an Eli took advantage of some quarter at 14:07 dur-in'g an made an in-side roll and tried 
haphazard play by the UNH . unsettled situatiop. With a large to dish off to a wing man as he 
defense to_ hit an open man in number of players scrambling was doubled, but a Yale defender 
front who beat goalie Craig for the loose ball in front of the knocked the ball-away. Yale got 
Benes. · UNH net, somehow the ball · the ground ball and ran out the 
Benes. who played well again, bounced right to a Yale attack- remainder of the time as UNH 
is looking stronger every game. man all alone in front who beat dropped a heartbre~ker 10-9. 
Craig had 15 saves in the game, a helpless Craig Benes. New The 'Cats take on the Bruins 
many of them on point blank Hampshire -has not received of Brown on Wednesday .at 3 
shots. With Yale running off many breaks this year and pm, in Provid~nce. If they play . 
four straight _goals and New Saturday wasn't any different. as they did on Saturday, Brown 
HampsLire playing unorga·n- , Both teams · played even could be in for a long afternoon. 
BASEBALL\ (continued from page 32) 
single brought home Benjie is more likely to go wrop.g, In game one, Joe Teixeira · 
Johns. Joe Teixeira walked and especially on a windy day like . gave up three unearned runs_in 
scored, along with Levin, when today when it's hard to maintain the third inning to account for 
· Lucci doubled. your balance." the 3-0 score. Teixeira continues 
Helped by two UNH .errors, While Stevens w_as cruising to be the ace of the staff, 
BU got four more in the sixth through the first six innings, allowing only seven hits and one 
to take a 7-5 lead, but the 'Cats and the first two outs of the walk. His record dropped to 3-
bounced back with two runs in seventh, the Wildcats were _A, but his ERA also dropped, 
the seventh to -force extra in.:: resting on a three run lead that to 2. 78. 
nings. Levin took care of the they ~ained in the sefon?. Tony - Johns continues to lead the 
first run with his tape-me_asure Martms scored the first p;1n .o~ the team in hitting and in- , 
· shot that traveled over 450 feet . a muffed d~mble steal,- an~ M~k.e : . _ creased his average to .422 with 
_an~.l~ft t,he park before he was Varano singled home.·M1ke .. three of the team's base hits. 
· three steps down the base .line. Smith to give UNH. a 2-0 lead: ".' Mike Levin and Mike Smith had 
Tony Martins single scored Pinch runner McDonald scored the other Wildcat hits (all 
pinch-runner Matt Strobel to the fi!1al run ~:)ll a fielder's choice _ sin_gles). · 
tie_ the game at seven. by Mike Sullivan. . Freshman Dan Sweet was 
,The winner by Hamilton in _ UNH got two more rn the equally impressive on . the 
the ninth gave the Wildcats sevent~ ~n a s?lo home.run by mound in game two, according 
their second extra-inning win Joe Teixeira (his. s~cond for the to Gale. Sweet struck out four 
in five days. They also beat year) and a sacrifice by McDo- and allowed only seven hits 
Lowell in nine innings on Thurs- nald. . b f - · · E .-
Th . . .
 d h w·ld e ore givmg way to mery m 
day, 11-10. , e wins improve t e i - the sixth -----· 
The difference in game two cat's record to 9-18 and marked - · . , 
was Stevens. He allowed the the first time this year that the McDonald drove rn UNH s 
Terri~rs only six hits wfiile squad has won back to back only ~un with ~n RBI single_ in 
striking out three and walking . games. the sixth. Lev~n was 2~3 wit~ _ 
only one. "We've changed a few · In Maine over the weekend, a double a~d a single, while Lucci 
minor· things with Jim's me- the pitching was "better than an~ Marti~s had the only other 
chanics," said Gale of his 6 foot good enough tq win," according · Wildcat htts. 
·4 inch sophomore. "He's im- to Gale, but the Wildcats could . UNH will play a doublehead-
proved his concentration as manage only 10 hits in t.wo . er at Brown on Wednesday and 
well. You have to remember games (5 in each) and los.t a the·n ;will travel to Central 
that the bigger you are, the more doubleheader to the league- Co'nnecticut this weekend for 
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1Sports 
. Wildcats take doubleheader fl"om Terriers 
By Bob Barrett 
Monday was a day of come-
backs for the UNH baseball 
team. Before facing Boston 
University in a doubleheader,. 
the Wildcats had to mentally 
comeback from two close losses 
(3-0, 2-1) at UMaine over the 
weekend. 
Against BU they had to come-
back from a three-run deficit 
in game one to gain a 9-8 win. 
Led by two players who also 
were making comebacks--Mike 
Levin from a reoccuring 
shoulder problem, and Jim 
Stevens (rom early season con-
trol problems--the 'Cats swept 
a doubleheader for the first time 
this year, 9-8 and 5-2. 
Stevens, who has been im-
pressive in his last two outings, 
was one out away from record-
ing a three-hit shutout in game 
two when a UNH error cleared 
the way for two unearned runs. 
Levin, who entered the game 
with a .262 average, drove in 
· two_ runs on five hits for the day, 
including a prodigious homerun 
that easily cleared the railroad 
tracks beyond the left-field 
fence. 
out in the bottom of the ninth 
inning. Singles by Jim Lucci and 
Tony Martins, and a crucial BU 
error, set the scene for Hamil- \ 
ton's h<!roics . He came through 
to deliver a lin~-drive single ·tq ·. 
lefdield that scored Chris Schott 
from second base to end the ' 
game. 
Rick St'aba was the Wildcat 
starter, but he was forced to 
leave the game in the second 
inning . with a stiff forearm. 
"We' re going to need him back, 
but right now it's day to day,"'". 
said UNH pitching coach Rich 
Gale. Sophomore Mike Smith, 
who had pitched only four 
innings before yesterday, re-
placed Staba. Smith gave up nine 
runs in his five innings and was 
,relieved, in the seventh, by the 
-eventual winner, freshman Ian 
Emery. · 
UNI-l didn't get on the board 
until the fifth inning, trailing 
3-0. BU's Noah Rosen was 
settling into a groove, retiring 
eight straight, before the Wild-
cats got to him for five 'runs. 
. After a passed ball scored 
Hamihon, Scott McDonald 
drove in Kevin Shea with a 
sacrifice fly and Mike Levin's _ Game one was an extra-
inning thriller in which Sean 
Hamilton's single ·brought BASEBALL pg.31 UNH's Mike Levin leads off the seventh inning with a homerun shot in the first of.: : 
·\ 
. home the winning run with two _ against BU. (R6ni:t Larone photo) 
B
cyAda•mrFueller. wmen ~pset~T-e---;:;:::--'--m-· '---p-l~e~~-s·· -_p_e_a_k_....:;_1.-n-.. g___..:_· ~.o~n_ ..-_. _..:-, 
tenths of a second on their home · k · h h. UNH 
1 If April showers bring May course ind was left shell shocked ~~~~e:r 1~ ~~::0 ; 1:ft~t a dual 
flowers, and we all know what in the teams' regular season meet. s · t 
the . Mayflower brought, matchup. . How's that for Class? po r s 
then .... The tears shed by the UNH moves to 4-1 with wins This one was supposed to end By Chuck McCue · . · 
. 
Temple University crew on over Dartmouth, UMass, Co- like so many others on the 
A ·123 h" S d f I b" d T l -
Co-Sports Editor 
pn t 1s past atur ay a ter um 1a, an emp e against a Scullykill River, Temple's home 
the defeat to.New Hampshire single loss to Yale. course where, ironically, the,,,, 
crew might be sufficient enough. While an audacious visiting National Championship will be 
The National Football League draft has looked like it will 
be extremely beneficial to the New England Patriots. -
May flowers will certainly UNH crew displayed their dis- rowed on May 10. 
flourish, but the boat arriving like of Temple by ·rowing over The visitors are supposed to 
here in Durham on May 15, the them' in the water, the host be overwhelmed by the ominous 
day after the championships, expressed their contempt for cloud that looms over the river 
could be carrying national cham- UNH by other means. Good · and the Temple, but rather, this 
pions, riot Pilgrims. crew tradition dictates . that the time, it was the home crew that , 
The boat is UNH's varsity · loser 'of the race present their was mystified. 
eight, not to be confused with racing shirts to the winner in The UNH eight of stroke 
the Mayflower. respect of the winning crew. Matt Miller, Pete Larsen (7), 
East coast rival Temple, Temple, in an unsportsmanlike Chris Germain (6), Ted Otis (5), 
winner of four consecutive manner, not only failed to give 
National Championships, was the UNH rowers shirts, but 
be~ten by the varsity by two . didn't even ~ave the proper _ 
CREWpg.30 
/ 
The UNH men's crew team had a big victory over the Temple Owls on S;=nui·-.: -~ 
However, the Buffalo Bills picked up UNH's offensive tackle 
John Driscoll and when the smoke clears next season the Pats 
might just be kicking themselves that they let Driscoll slip 
to division rival Buffallo. Driscoll has been tagg~d by Sports 
lllustrate4 as one of the most underated players in the draft. 
Last night he appeared on Channel 9 (Manchester) and 
was pleased about being drafted. "They must feel that I fit 
into the program or they would not have picked me." 
The Bi'lls also bulked up their running attack by taking 
Thurman Thomas, a consensus fir~t round choice, from 
Oklahoma. Driscoll should fit into the Bills scheme of things 
as they need help in the offense line. 
. The fact that he ·was ()0t drafted until the 12th round did 
not seem to bother him in the interview. As he said, "It is 
a honor just to be drafted." , 
UNH defensive linemap Paul Boulay was not picked up 
in the draft but should join a team as a. free agent. - . · . 
It is possible that pro scouts had reservations about Boulay 
in a 3-4 defense, common to professional teams. Boulay played 
mostly in a 4-4 set in college. He came to UNH and worked 
his way into the line up- a9d given the same opportunity in 
the pros should be able to make it. · 
Both Dris,oll and Boulay have decent chances. of making 
squads. . '. · 
The Patrofrs picked up three players that could have an 
immediate affect on the team. 
First round choice,John Stephens is a 6-1, 220 pound running 
back out of Northwestern (La.) State. He was the second running 
back taken overall in the draft and could be the Pats answer 
. to a terrible rushing season in 1987. 
Second round choice, Vincent Brown is a 6-2, 245 pound 
linebacker out of Mississippi Valley State. With the loss of 
Steve Nelson and Don Blackmon, Brown may be called on 
early to perform. · 
Finally, 6-7, 280 pound offensive tackle, Tom Rehder\ out 
of Notre Dame is the "back up beef'' the Patroits need on 
1 the offensive line. 
The Patroits, in my opinion, will ~in the AFC East. The 
Super Bowl....? Ask me in the fall. 
ft 
